To anyone who now owns this tome, thank you for supporting me in making an epic goblin campaign. I
had a joy doing this and hope to do more.
To the backers who invested in an unknown, thank you.
This was more than a pleasure to do, it seemed to unfold before me as I drew out the maps and let my mind
wonder, as goblins appeared and scurried around it. I had to figure out what they were doing, and for so
many years, how, why, where-to-for!?
I have been a Dungeon Master and Game Master for many years... I have delved into wargaming with
miniatures pretty heavily as well, so the seeds of that are certainly planted here, with the hope the DM will
place mobs and epic war raids and sieges our heroes must run roughshod through!
Putting together all my skills and foibles has cumulated in this crazy goblin campaign. Use it as a whole or
in bits and pieces, and I hope the minis come in handy for any adventure. That supplement has 16 pages of
packed minis!
The maps, the crazy ‘yuge’ digital maps, if printed out would require 48 letter size pages, going about 6 feet
across! Each of them! These are massive, fun, really meant for this epic campaign. The setting and behavior
of the goblins will make it a sandbox game and not some instant battle with some orderly alarm planned
out. Why no! The heroes, in disguise and/or stealth, can sneak about wreaking havoc as the goblins in each
area mind their own business! They are used to feisty clangs of brittle iron & steal all around them.
Enjoy over playing the stubborn arrogance of goblins assuming no one would ever infiltrate their mighty
cantankerous violent abode unless it ‘twere’n’army!
Adventure on! For more info on the website and my videos, seek out StoryTellingRon!
March, 2021

The Goblin Fortress
Welcome to The Goblin Fortress. It sits atop the
Cragmire in a mountainous region forgotten by the
lands of humans, elves & dwarves. But with the rise
of goblin raids along the borders and lonely roads,
the scattered kingdoms have begun taking notice.
Merchants, dignitaries and farmers have all been found
to be missing, and others are fleeing the vast region.
Tales of goblin raids are common, but these tales
speak of devastated farmsteads or shattered wagons
having no survivors. Rangers have noted larger and
larger forces with great wagons, giants towering above
the trees, and blood curling howls from creatures far
more sinister than goblins or bugbears.
Towers and keeps in remote regions have been
destroyed. Viscounts, counts and barons along with
their militia have gone missing by a greater force. The
telltale sign of goblin arrows remain, but also of great
wagon wheels, stomps by giant beasts and those of
something else!
The kingdoms have drawn back from these horrible
tidings, these excursions, until they can come up with
a plan, till they can summon enough forces. Is this an
all out war? Are the goblins really that powerful? Or are
they led by some unknown force that has yet to reveal
itself.
Wizards have been consulted to discern what is
amiss, clerics are praying to their gods to give them
omens, visions to see beyond the mountainous borders.
Druids seek out animals and the forces of nature to give
an account of their ancient fey enemy, the goblinkin.
All have advised the leaders of humans, elves and
dwarves that a major threat is upon them. Can the races
unite their kingdoms and call upon others to aid them?
Can they summon knights, casters, rogues and the like
to form a force strong enough to confront this threat?
Several border clans have sent out forces upon

the lonely roads and along the borders. Only a few
survived to tell their story of defeat against not just
goblin forces, but powerful goblins not unlike brutish
bugbears, yet stronger, more vicious and cunning. They
were outflanked, outmaneuvered or outwitted. In a few
horrible accounts foul incantations cursed their fighters
or faltered their lines.
The scryng of casters have revealed to them there is
a great fortress of goblins beyond the eastern ridges, it
is in lands forgotten by the kingdoms. It sits atop a rock
once known to ancient folk, to dwarves or elves. There,
the goblins have festered.
While the dwarves, elves and human leaders bicker
over who should do what, who gains what in victory,
who owns what in their expected triumph, a few humble
advisors seek intrepid adventurers to go forth and find
out what is truly amiss beyond the mountains.
They sense an impending doom if something doesn’t
happen soon to thwart whatever is growing in that
forbidden land. A young fiefdom, with a learned group
of enchanters, have taken it upon themselves to gather
these unlikely heroes, to give them a Writ of Confidence
by their young duchess and her wizened wizard.
After all, her borderland is best suited for the
gathering of forces, a land of rolling hills and fields
just before the looming stony mountains. This duchess
knows the others will seek her land for their armies’
encampments. This gives her the self confidence to issue
these excursions, these scouting missions.
Her lands have already felt the deathly cuts and
blows by such raids. She can not wait for the others
to formulate their ponderous plans. Her agents have
quickly spread to the local taverns and inns seeking...
She calls upon heroes.
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introduction
First and foremost, I must thank my Backers on
Kickstarter for making this happen, for believing
not just in me... but in GOBLINS! Is there, has there
ever been an adventure setting that focused not just
on goblins, but the potential they have? In crafting
a powerful fortress, in building out, spreading out,
raiding, plundering & pillaging!
You Backers saw my little cry in the darkness and
came forth to light the way. Thank you!
For too long the goblins have just been stepping
stones... nay... stepping pebbles as adventurers cut their
way through them on to richer and greater glory.
Where is the goblin in all this? Filler?! A handful who
are used for beginners to fight? Placed below orcs and
hobgoblins, for comedic value? For lowly adventurers to
deal with and move on? Ne’er to be seen again?!
Well no longer! For it is the Age of Goblinses! And
these goblins are heck-a-bent on power, destruction,
and the Glories of the Goblinses!
Another major factor for this adventure supplement,
is the maps. It is the author’s doodling artistic style
giving homage to 3-D and isometric views. Obviously
this is quite rare these days in battle maps. Most are top
down and limited in size. They have that sensation of a
game board, a checkerboard, with a grid overlay. Many
have copy/paste and stamped textures going across
them. They have a very generic feel to them: a bridge
over water, a path through, an altar and columns.
I am in no way saying I’m a better artist or more
skilled, but what I am saying is... there’s a better way!
At least another option, that brings one closer to the
immersion we all want.
These maps I’m creating tell a story, a specific kind
of story -- whatever that may be. They can not be used
over and over by the same DM and the same players, but
must be used in one epic rich story, a one time grand
experience, with the players’ characters experiencing a
unique and one-of-a-kind adventure.
These maps are lovingly crafted, and to be honest,
tell me, the artist, what to draw. I am transported to
their land and the goblins holler and scream at me!
“No! No! Not another path or copy/paste! What
be r-r-r-rong w’d ee-you! Dis goes dere, dat goes dere
and dat-dat putsies ovah dere! We gobbies needsies
owr foodsies see!? W’wants our grubbies and snailies!
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N-n-n our wrigglies! Muds nnn... ponds... nn holes ahplenties! Now gets to werks!”

Background

This setting of a fortress can be placed in any
campaign. It’s one location upon a rock. A remote
mountainous region would be most reasonable. For a
goblin fortress to grow and fester, it would need to be
forgotten by the rest of the conspiring powers at large
-- until it becomes a problem.
This fortress was founded upon an ancient dwarven
tomb. The goblins trekked through tunnels and found
an old monastic temple with tombs of old. They began
creating their own myths of goblin gods around it and
ever expanded it as they dug.
The spirits of the dead spurned on their desires. The
goblins corrupted the somber setting into something
crazed and demonic. Goblins may appear to be just
crude little creatures but their history of fey magic still
holds a seed of truth amidst their worldly and corporeal
beings. They are prolific when they breed, growing to
adult hood within a few seasons. Thusly they are prone
to over-populate, causing a need to expand for food and
resources through violent and devious means.
They do not train and rarely work unless in some
excited craze or under fearful whip and lash. It takes a
strong leader and task masters to control the goblins
into a cohesive force.
A naturally occurring trait of numerous goblins
gathering is to steal and raid. Since they do not farm
well and steal each other’s livestock and pets for food,
their productiveness is very limited. To get anything
done needs to be implemented by tough bosses.
Raiding takes on many forms, from small groups who
are desperate, scouring the landscape for settlements, to
more organized forces led by toughies, some bugbears,
or a spell caster.
It’s in these raids that locals are alerted to the ever
growing menace of goblins. Most goblins are attacked
and scattered before they become a kingdom in their
own right. The scattered goblins then flee to other
powerful groups to serve under hobgoblins, populate
evil lairs as slaves, or try to start a new tribe of goblins.
The Goblin Fortress, being remote and on a
defensible treacherous peak, have been afforded the time

background
and resources to achieve a level where they can attune
to their own dark magical ways. Their casters have had
time and ingredients to feel their evil fey charms and
grasp the powers of sorcery and conjuration.
These have been able to corrupt and curse the
dwarven tombs and the monastery to their demonic
bidding. These sorcerers are doing what goblins in power
do, seeking ever to breed stronger goblins. They worship
the idea that goblins, starting weak and malleable, like a
festering infection, can grow vast and strong, killing the
host and taking over the land! The Glories of Goblinses
is what they desire.
When they’ve grown strong, goblin raids become
bolder and somewhat organized. They are able to bring
carts of food and sundries back to the lair. The Goblin
King takes the shiny treasures as his own while the
sorcerers seek the magical tomes and oddities amongst
the loot. They can sense the strong dweomers and place
such things near them as they perform their demonic
rituals, summonings and surgeries.
The goal in these bloody experiments is to
transmogrify a goblin into something more powerful.
The bugbears are formed this way from bear and boar
blood. But at this Goblin Fortress they have access
to a demon summoning circle. A host of goblins are
summoned to do battle with these demons. Most will
die a frantic death, but with so many caught up in the
fervor, there’s a chance they will kill the demon before
it returns to its plane of existence. If successful the
sorcerers & acolytes can extract demonic blood and
bile. This is known as the mighty Blud Ritual.
Describe this part to heroes, but only through
roleplaying your favorite NPC advisors!
The goal then, for any heroes that are given
knowledge of this place, is to infiltrate and find out
what is happening. It is a difficult casting for those using
divination to truly discern if and why there are powerful
forces at play and how their powers are used, but if the
heroes can successfully scry, they know indeed that
demons have a link to this area, deep within.
How then can a small party of heroic adventurers
even stand to take on The Goblin Fortress? A huge lair
with hundreds upon hundreds of goblins? Well that

silly old wizard or advisor and field working druid
may have some ideas on that. First off, any experienced
retired veteran advisor would know goblins squabble.
They fight, argue, and backstab each other. All thirst
for power and want to boss the others around. Some of
these are referred to as taskmasters, the tougher ones are
well toughies or brutes and chiefs and finally kings.
What is important to note is that the goblins are
never united unless the king calls for a war party. So if
there is some ‘in-fighting’ and deaths within the fortress,
none really care. Unless they can steal something from
the mayhem!
Big goblins may round up goblins for the Goblin
King but other then that, goblins will not come to each
other’s aid nor gather to repel anyone. They especially
won’t help if its a bright sunny day, preferring to hide
away and cover their ears if there is any yelling or
fighting outside.
The perfect way to infiltrate and cause damage is to
dress or look somewhat like a dirty filthy goblin. This
seems easy enough and with a bent stance & a squat
gait, shouldn’t be a problem. Fighting and killing a few
goblins doesn’t bother the rest, especially if said party
takes over that area as if they conquered it and are now
calling it their own. The other goblins will probably
shrug and accept it. They’ll be too busy dealing with
their own gobby problems.
Goblins are territorial & tribal amongst themselves.
Once the heroes take over a tower or tent they can
search amongst the filth for treasures or clues as to what
is going. And if any goblins come to investigate, lure
them in and vanquish them.
So... Bringing a large army to conquer The Goblin
Fortress, the Goblin King, and all his varied minions
would only alert the whole fortress to come out and
fight. Sending in a small group, disguised as goblins, has
a better chance of getting past all that and discovering
how they have such powerful bugbears and demonic
creatures coming forth to lead their raids and cause so
much terror and destruction.
The Duchess nods in agreement.
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adventure breakdown
How to Play This Out

sort of disguise or plan of deception should be surmised
whether by them or by old wizened advisors. Some
Here is an example of how this goblin adventure haggling for potions, magic items may be attempted,
can unfold based on levels, challenges and a build up some sort of support, in some desperate way!
of story. All of the resources and info concerning these
5th Level, In the Fortress
parts are described in this tome.
By now the party should be fully invested... in
Some of this can be backstory, or roleplaying
disguise,
filth, grime and slowly pushing their way
elements, where farmers, rangers, druids, merchants,
guilds, and/or nobles tell the unfolding tale to the through goblin gangs, ogres and bugbears. They should
be gathering some treasure and plenty of experience as
heroes.
However if one would like to turn this into a long they sneak, deceive, haggle, intimidate, and fight their
campaign, starting at first level, the Goblin Fortress is way through the many topside lairs of the fortress.
more than capable of handling the hardiest of heroes.
6th Level, Epic Fights or Challenges.
Having the characters start out as first level, locals or
It
might
not be best for them to take on the Goblin
travelers into this land, can begin a series of challenges
that build to an epic campaign. This can go from 1st to King at his Keep until they’ve gone through the Tunnels,
10th quite easily based on how the DM wishes to place gained more experience and power, or had a chance to
return to the kingdom of men to trade their loot for
challenges before them.
goods. Whatever the case, it is about gaining enough
experience and weapons to continue to the next level
1st Level, Scouts
First, have heroes encounter the goblin scouts of challenges. The Goblin King may or may not be
whether along roads or at some pillaged site. Or have the toughest, but he has many toughies, bugbears and
locals hire the heroes to investigate and come upon goblin mobs to defend him. And he uses his redirect
scouts. Whether the scouts survive or not, they or others attack alot! Like... every turn.
will return to the Goblin Fortress to gather more.
An Epic Reprieve
One possibility of changing the pace of their arduous
2nd Level, Raiding Party
crawl
through the Fortress is to witness a massive
There will be a build up to the encounters around the
borders of a small kingdom or realm. Raids by scouts, WARCRY by the Goblin King!!! Could the party be
worg and boar riders will increase against traveling discovered? Are they summoning all the forces to find
merchants, a small village or farmstead, as the heroes and vanquish our heroes? Why no! The Goblin King
will be challenged more. While vanquishing a raiding is calling a mighty War Party! Could the heroes join
party, a goblin will surely use their Nimble Escape to let in with their disguises? As spies and saboteurs? They
might even hear by some of the toughies that the War
others at the Goblin Fortress know.
Party is attacking a “special humie castle”!
The War Party, filled with masses of goblins and
3rd Level, War Party
This won’t be a huge war party, but a sizeable one toughies, from bugbears, to ogres, to hill giants,
with perhaps a few more bugbears, toughies, and ogres. quickly build war carts and war wagons. They will
It’s really just a sized up raiding party. It could also be soon begin the ponderous march to some discovered
split up into different groups. Or the heroes could set fortification, could it be the Duchess’s own castle!!!??
This could be the perfect time to reveal a bugblud!
up defenses or harass this larger party or lure away the
A tough scary leader type whose tall physique, agility,
faster ones to deal with them first!
strength and intellect definitely clue the heroes that this
is no ordinary goblin.
4th Level, Infiltrate
Having it come up with several sorcerers may also
Here is where the heroes are definitely assigned the
task to seek out and enter the Goblin Fortress. Some be quite revealing. This will give the party some idea as
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to what is going on below!
They could get a close up encounter as the bugblud
and bugblud assassins sniff or examine them, questioning
them... ready to slay them... BUT... the Goblin King calls
them to him and the bugbluds are off to lead the War
Party!
This is the perfect time to have them experience a
mob of goblins! And a siege upon a castle! Or a mighty
battle against dwarves, elves, and/or a company of
knights. See the Mob Rules later on to get a feel for how
you can play out a mighty battle!
7th Level, The Tunnels and Beyond
Whether 6th or 8th level too, the Tunnels ought to be
a challenge, in terrain, poisons, and the monstrosities.
Don’t forget, many will have poisons, items, and much
familiarity with the treacherous terrain.
Here, there isn’t much need for a disguise, each
area fends off the other anyway. At this point the party
is starting to get a sense of the alchemy and surgeries
being done, at least at the gobbery level of bugbears.
If one finds the dwarven door, they will know they
need a magical key. Any caught acolyte or taskmaster
will know that only the Goblin King has it. They can also
go the other way through the goblin tunnels, which has
its own challenges, especially during the Blud Ritual!
Vanquishing the Goblin King may or may not be
important, but it is where most of the treasures are! That
aren’t arcane magics that is. Gold, weapons and armour
will abound there!

Understanding the Maps and the DM’s Choices
The following maps are meant to be played primarily
online or as digital files on a Wide TV Screen. Using
Photoshop, Gimp, and even online tools where the DM
sees his account on his laptop and the players see a
player version on the TV are highly suggested. This way
the DM can control fog of war as the players progress
through this incredibly epic scale map!
The DM can place as many, as little or change the
occupants of any location, especially to fit the narrative
and challenge level of the players! This is of upmost
importance to note.
I have not included exact numbers of occupants
NOR the Difficulty Class number of most challenges.
This is up to the DM to decide and should be based on
the player’s level, their wise or foolhardy choices, what
the terrain looks and feels like to the DM and that it all
remains fun and attainable.
The DM should feel free to add a mob of goblins
sneaking in to see if they can steal or backstab
whomever... To have only 1 ogre in the tent... or 3... to
have a handful of goblins or a massive mob of 10... add
a bugbear or acolyte... have a taskmaster arguing with
some toughies... whatever the DM feels for that location.
The location descriptions are to help streamline this
process, guide the DM, make each area feel like it is part
of some evil yet working ecology of goblins and their
kin.

8th Level and Up, To the Temple!
Here is where the final challenges are. These are great
and demonic forces, requiring strong magics and great
fighting ability, but also... in fighting the terrain! Which
can be very daunting! The dark demonic creatures here
are well situated knowing how to use the terrain to their
advantage. Play them so!
The conjurer will not hesitate to summon a greater
demon. The sorcerers will use all their magics and may
have one or two bugblud guards.
The swamp like Feeding Grounds can bring forth
as many foul monstrosities as the DM wishes! And the
If the DM sees the party blast through the lairs, adjust
final maligned twisted evil... already knows who the the amount of occupants, level of threat, and what items
heroes are and what their strengths & weaknesses are.
they may have or traps they place to thwart intruders.
There is also the quality of chaos, when waters
He... They... have prepared...
are disturbed or bugtrolls encountered, add a swarm
of buggies or a foul stench to throw the party off or
suctioning mud! Not only do they have to fight, they
must deal with the wretchedness at the same time!
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the goblin fortress
Intro

The names here and locations are meant to guide
the DM. Everything is in fluid motion at the fortress!
Based on the adventurers infiltrating this place, the
DM should decide the threat level and numbers at each
location. Also have fun with this, even during a fight or
challenge, goblins can come and go, whether warning
others (successfully or not) or taking advantage of the
situation or being utter goblin fools. Some might make
deals with, surrender to, or foolishly fight to the death.
Others will undoubtedly use their Nimble Escape. That
doesn’t mean they have any persuasive power to warn
others or gather goblins to leave their coveted spot to go
to another for who knows what!
Most will run away and hide amongst other groups.
Each area is tribal and new goblins coming in will be
treated like new slaves, beaten and put in their place.
All of this is a gain to a small party intruding the
Goblin Fortress.

DM’S Discretion: Terrain, DCs, Encounters

It may be best to use comparative Difficult Class
challenge versus character levels when they traverse
any treacherous terrain. This helps keep the game going
as well as challenge them at their level. If the players
average 3rd level, difficulty tests should be DC13 and
under, if they are 5th... at most DC15, 7th, DC17s... etc...
Both for a perception roll and to avoid the impending
disaster. You can also adjust these numbers if they are
failing too much or the terrain calls for it.
It might seem arbitrary to change the DC of the
terrain challenges: sliding, climbing, avoiding falls,
suctioning mud, or wet surfaces but its just better for
gameplay that characters at their level have a decent
chance. Obviously as they go deeper, terrain challenges
will increase.

A Summation of DC tests

should be 1d6 damage per about 10 feet of slipping,
sliding or falling. This has the possibility of splitting the
party or isolating one due to the failed save and sliding
away!
Becoming stuck could afford disadvantage to rolls,
advantage to being hit, no movement, whatever seems
appropriate for the terrain in question.
And finally a Strength, Dexterity or Constitution
DC roll to resist or clamber out of the situation as an
action on each of their turns.
All the while being surrounded and attacked!
There are minimal notes here so that you as the
DM can determine when and where a DC challenge
is needed. Also use the maps visual cues and test them
whenever it seems warranted. The maps are sure to
encourage the players to see the terrain, understand the
challenges, and take precautions.
Encounters can be decided based on several factors.
The party’s ability to take them on, the party’s careful or
foolhardy advances, and a random roll once in awhile.
If I feel a party is careless or rambunctious or just taking
too many cautious rests, and/or I’m in a random mood,
I’ll roll a 1d6, on a 1, something comes with the intent.
Then roll what the intent is and the size or challenge
coming. This should be adjusted to what the heroes can
handle, with some serious challenge of course. Also, the
intruders are assuming the heroes are just another mob
of gobbies for the most part.
“SOMEONE’S COMING” 1 in 6 chance
2 rolls here, 1 for intent, 2nd for size
1
sneak attack
toughies or ogres & 1 mob
2
attack
bugbears & 1 mob
3
challenge
toughie, ogre or bugbear
4
sabotage or steal large mob of gobbies
5
investigate
few gobbies
6
parley
lone gobbie

Perception DC to perceive danger. If successful
avoid and/or advantage to next roll. Especially if they
Remember, in general, goblins will not gather in
describe preparation and caution.
Ability score DC to avoid result. Athletics, force unless the Goblin King or sorcerers call for it. Any
gang-sized tussle in the Fortress is ignored. Although it
Acrobatics, Strength or Dexterity save?
Taking damage. Any failure and they can take could be that night’s dinner!
So a party, with a descent disguise, could advance
damage due to slips, slides and falls or be stuck. Damage
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from spot to spot, defeating the occupants to take over. few rounds. This is only if they rile up the locals. On a
Once they leave an area, it is guaranteed that opportunist hot sunny day... there may be no one around!
goblins will hurriedly take it over not caring the slightest
where the party went.
3 Terrain
The rocky, dusty, muddy mountainside has less
goblins
and more hungry vicious gricks. There is a
1 Bridge
To cross the bridge one must roll a Dexterity save vicious hunter-prey struggle here amongst the smaller
or one falls. A DC10 for this is ample. Anyone heavier goblins that venture down these walls looking for grick
than a non-armored human can also break through the maggots to feed on. Inevitably a larger grick comes
boards. Their save is at a disadvantage unless precautions along to snatch a goblin and scare the rest away. It is an
ongoing struggle between the two.
are persuasively described.
The gricks are so prolific that spiders and flying
As seen, it is very rickety. For goblins its perfectly
creatures
stay away, except for the stirges. The gricks
built. When they issue forth for raids, they lay down
more boards for the wagons and ogres, many hammering tend to avoid the eastern side where dark magics can be
sensed and the stirges cling.
and repairing the bridge as they go. It is a spectacle.
Goblins on the walls easily spot any trying to
traverse the bridge. If they look gobliny, they’ll let them 4 Giant Rocks
in, especially during the day when its hard to see. If the
A small family of hill giants or gobby giants reside
party is having a hard time crossing the goblins will inside these rocks. They tend to their own things unless
become suspicious and send out some to investigate. A there is an arena fight within or a war party issuing
mob or two of archers will watch to see what is amiss. forth. If goblins come to them concerning a large force
If anything seems... amiss... they will begin a barrage of besieging the walls, they will come out.
arrows. If it is a larger force they will probably run below
and awaken the giants to come out and attack, whilst 5 Wood Works
they call for more goblins. The Goblin King will only be
A taskmaster runs this area, holding a hammer.
alerted if its a large force.
Many others do its bidding. They generally ignore
Again, if its a small group, only local goblins will be anyone unless the intruders are rummaging through
involved. As long as the party doesn’t cast crazy spells their possessions. Just a reminder: there is a Treasure
and fights their way along the walls, other goblins in the Tables section at end of the tome. So taking over any
encampment will probably be sleeping away, ignoring area, one gets to roll for treasures as they search!
all the rabble-rousing!

2 Goblin Walls n Towers

The DC for scaling these walls is pretty easy, but
the spikes and accompanying goblins is what make this
fortification a challenge. Plus the fact it is way up upon
a mountain spire. The spikes repel climbers and flyers,
along with a flurry of archer.
None of this matters too much against small
groups, but a lone flying creature will be considered an
opportune meal by any goblin mob or toughie about.
Consider the spikes a DC roll to avoid or get through
and on a fail take 1d6 damage. Also if failed, a higher DC
to get unstuck, while being attacked by opportunistic
goblins. Anyone that tries to climb over their walls will
have an advantage to be spotted and attacked by nearby
goblin mobs. Archers will fire from where they summon
forth. Slashers and pikes will form mobs to confront
them from both sides of the wall and the interior in a

6 Ogre Tents

Ogres slumber here. There could be any number of
them. They are lazy and sloven, ignoring the squabbles
and squawks of goblins. If anyone enters without food,
they will be warned to leave or be killed -- for food.

7 Gobbies

A large force of goblins sit around here, there are
many small holes that lead to the breeding grounds
below. Only someone the size of a gnome and without
metal armour can squeeze and squirm through. There
can easily be any treasures hidden amongst the piles
and waste. The only goblins encountered here will be
as a mob of pups, females and young goblins. They
are easily scared off, but if intruders search amongst
their valuables, several pup mobs will surround them
screaming and attack until killed and/or scared off with
something excessive like a fireball or thunder wave.
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8 Bugbear Tents

Any bugbears will hold up in these larger tents. They
await raids and any other opportunities to pillage and
plunder. These may be more perceptive to odd looking
intruders and any conflicts. A few may sneak up to see
what is amiss. However they have become used to the
common bickering and fighting, so only a one or two
may investigate. If they get away, they may recruit a few
goblin mobs to attack so they can take whatever is there.
If they discover the intruders are not goblins, they’ll
sure get other bugbears & perhaps an ogre to come to
capture them and bring them before the Goblin King.

9 Gathering

breeding pups. It can either be an angry crazed worg
or one that will aid any who free it. Most pups born
here do not survive, whether due to malnourishment,
maltreatment or being cannibalized, but the taskmaster
busily breeds more. It bickers and trades with other
taskmasters and the spell casters for ingredients. That
is how goblins trade amongst each other, through
cutthroat bickering, threats, thefts and brute force.
They will have many poisons and stenches at their
disposal in a fight to repel any challengers to their
position, especially oddball intruders.

13 Ogre Mound

This is where many goblins, ogres, and bugbears
gather to cook large meats acquired, whether from
their own stock or due to hunts or raids. It may seem
like some loud boisterous festive event but its generally
their regular loud raucous ways. Whoever is cooking
is generally not there to share. But goblins in their
nimbleness always find a way to steal a bit and violent
chaos ensues. Or if a goblin war party cooks, undoubtedly
the ogres and bugbears will bully their way in. Whatever
the mayhem, the party may find it a perfect time to slip
past this thunderous affair.

Here resides an ogre shaman and some ogres along
with a few goblin slaves. The shaman spends his or her
time experimenting with any of the poisonous growths
or critters whether taken or traded by the neighboring
breeders or plucked from the various ponds and pens.
This shaman seeks to create sickly poisons whether for
weapons or the sheer joy and obsession of it.
Expect it to be more aware of intruders close by. It will
desire to capture them to test its gruesome concoctions
on. It will have collected many ingredients, alchemy
kits if looted, and other knickknacks all scattered and
cluttered about its lair.

10 Boar Sty

14 Growings

This kennel is incredibly cramped, most are tied
up. Having worgs run about can wreak havoc on the
younger goblins and food sources. They’ll even eat their
own pups. The worgs have a keen sense of smell but only
in close proximity due to all the other intense smells
about. Some may bark at smells they discover while
others, old or weak will not due to disinterest.
Goblins, on the fortress grounds, just want the worgs
to shut up until they go raiding again.

Here the shaman and taskmasters argue and struggle
over the snatching of growths. The shaman usually has
the upper hand. His bored ogres sit around and guard
the area. But the taskmasters are more than willing
to sacrifice slave goblins to try and steal ‘shrooms or
critters. It is a chaotic rancorous setup that affords both
sides the ingredients needed to grow and harvest what
they need for their ‘pet projects’.
Consider most anything in this area poisonous and
dangerous. Various creepy crawly amphibious creatures
lurk about. They can’t seem to kill the ogres but will get
smaller goblins once and awhile.
In the Foul Things section are basic creature listings
for critters, swarms and infestations that could attack
here or anywhere else for that matter! Pests abound in
the Goblin Fortress!

12 Breeding Grounds

15 Arena

Well guarded by a taskmaster and toughies who ride
them, this is where they keep the boars. They are crowded
in there but the goblins do not care. The taskmaster
spends much of his time bullying other goblins to gather
up leftover food bits for the boar feeding.

11 Worg Pen

This is the smaller arena. It houses one or more
Here is where a grower breeds many different things.
From skunks and other foul excrementitious critters to otyughs. When the Goblin King has gotten all the
poisonous ones like frogs and spiders. They also have information he feels he can out of a prisoner, and he
a ‘prized’ female worg in the tower, on a leash, kept for is feeling like ‘getting some air’, he will send them to
this ‘outdoor’ arena. He descends the small walk to the
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throne as the goblins hoist the prisoner to the arena. It
is a terrifying spectacle as all gather and hoot and holler
at the victim’s demise.
The otyughs are rarely fed and remain ever hungry.
There is definitely a chance for rare treasures in the
filthy muck and mire but there will be DC Str tests to
avoid getting sucked & stuck in the mud.
		

16 The Hermit

Up to the DM, this can be a toughie, ogre, bugbear,
or even a bugblud who has found some sort of inner
solitude or peace. This creature could care less about
the Fortress or goblins. Have fun playing this loner who
lives in solitude amidst the chaotic hustle and bustle of
the Goblin Fortress.
One possibility is that it has much knowledge of
the evils below and doesn’t think it right, but will only
give up such info for interesting treasure! Or it has
gained some level of higher intelligence and/or wisdom
and sees all is for nought! Or it feels an emptiness and
doesn’t know why, yet the party has something that fills
that emptiness! Beauty? Music? A purpose?
Whatever happens, the Hermit will not fight or join
them, but will give them some info or advice. And who
knows, if they show worthiness... it may come at a later
time to help! It may not even have a name!

17 Grickland

way. There are may
swarms of stirges
that roost up in the
caves. The taskmaster
breeder, alone in his
hidden cave can also
gather a few more
swarms to attack any
it deems as intruders.

19 The Augur’s
Tower

Here resides a
scrying sorcerer. Unlike
the other sorcerers
in the temple below,
this goblin sorcerer is
more interested in the
stars, the land around,
and lore. It may also
be more reasonable,
wanting
history
and lore and anything archaic in nature. It houses a
fire elemental in its forge. It tinkers with its long eye
(telescope) and lenses, it has magic items that enhance
the school of divination. It desires to learn new things to
tell its Goblin King. This has turned into a sort of court
jester, for the sorcerer is giddy to tell the king what it
has learned, both giggling at such odd tales of celestial
omens and spying on the manfolk and their movements.
Unbeknownst to the nutty sorcerer the king and
toughies use any information to send out raiding
scouts. Although the sorcerer really doesn’t care. He
merely wants to search and search the realms beyond,
ever seeking seeking seeking. He ignores small groups
but will know of larger forces across the land. More info
is in the interior listing in the Tunnels area.

This covers the entire westeran areas away from
the Sorcerer’s Tower. Gricks have infested the holes,
crevices, and caves along the perimeter. Their main diet
is young foolish goblins. Each season a wave of young
goblins, young spiders, and inexperienced birds try to
find what they want here, but the silent grick awaits.
They have very good hiding and patience and can
sense creatures coming because of the familiarity with
the terrain. They also have many holes leading into the
tunnels.
20 Goblin King’s Keep
The larger beasts, the giants, like eating the gricks, so
See the next map’s descriptions for the interior rooms
if any offer them these, there’s a good chance they’ll let and towers and their occupants. Obviously goblins are
them pass.
more alert and loyal here, knowing their Goblin King
can squash them for any failure.
18 Blood Suckin’ Caves
There will be a toughie or two and some discerning
Stirges are able to nest in these two caverns filled bugbears patrolling as well. This area will be much
with stalagmites and stalactites. There’s obviously a few more alert, organized and powerful if it ever needed to
piercers in there as well. The stirges come out from the confront any intruders.
breeding grounds within the tunnels below, afforded by
Within the courtyard is the King’s pet wild boar, it
a taskmaster. The sorcerers like that the stirges ‘guarding’ is much larger and ferocious, running around the small
this area. They have incantations to keep them away courtyard. It will have advantage to know if anyone is
and feel confident no creatures will try to sneak in this not a goblin or goblin kin and attack immediately.
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1 Worm Tower

goblin lore and religion from the ‘gobolyte’. This place
This lowly tower is run by a grower. She spends her is considered sacred to the pups and females. A few
time trying to acquire as much plant & waste material males will be present too if the gobolyte has come out to
as she can. Anyone that enters must be bringing some or perform a new ritual.
they are immediately and violently expelled. The place
is foul smelling (DC Con or -1d4 to action & saving 6 Gobolyte
throws until one saves). It’s hot with methane gases from
A goblin acolyte or sorcerer resides here. He
excrement. The piles of hay writhe constantly due to the is somewhat assigned the task of over looking the
rot grub, blud wyrms and other foul wrigglies within.
breeding and counting the pup population for the next
It is however an efficient operation, supplying many gobbery or Blud Ritual. It is afforded a very nice cave
other taskmasters and casters necessary food and room with some faux ritual props. It’s gifted treasures by
ingredients! This grower seems to delight in her ‘children’ the goblins so roll and advantage on the tables for any
and won’t give them up without an unfair trade favoring treasure results.
her! She always carries a few deadly critters for defense,
throwing them at any who act threatening. She has a 7 Big Arena
few goblin slaves who are well fed and loyal. They are
This massive cave is used for any prisoners the
tending the compost in the upper levels and will throw Goblin King did not assign to the Arena above. After
a few deadly rot grub or blud wyrm infections down at the King tires and returns to the keep, the goblins take
intruders if needed.
whatever prisoners are left and brings them here.
They hoot & holler and beat crude drums until one
2 Worg Tower
any of the beasts from the other lairs show up at the
In this tower, a breeder keeps a large mother worg. gates. They lift them up and let the mayhem ensue. It is
See the Breeding Grounds in top level map description a free for all and quite spectacular! The hill giants rarely
for details.
enter this mess unless hungry, which is often. From the
Slimey Ways comes several ‘tamed’ alpha gricks who
guard the caves below from smaller gricks that try to
3 Leather Works
A taskmaster works the hides from dead worgs and challenge them. From the Wet Ways, a roper dominates
boars and whatever else they can acquire here. He sits and will if given enough time, come to the arena. The
with his many goblin slaves skinning and tanning. Most bugtrolls (see below) are always up for a fight, rushing
of the meat is eaten away already but the goblins always forth.
The beasts prefer avoiding each other as they kill
look for bits off the hide. Many goblins sit and chew to
the
new victims and carry their prey back to the lairs.
soften the leather.
These goblins are always busy, making or repairing But! The goblins in their sadistic joy close the gates and
leather armour. They’ll only fix toughie, ogre or bugbear let the beasts fight each other as they gorge their prey.
armour. Many goblin sized crude tools and leather The beasts rarely kill each other but will fight each other
to snatch a piece of delicious victory. Horrifying! And
repair accessories are littered about.
goblin glorious!
So... do you see why heroes must come and end this
4 Breed’n Holes
See Gobbies in the previous map description evil! Wait! There’s more!
concerning all these breeding holes. They do have a
‘hidden’ or coveted collection of bottles and vases that
they covet. Some are empty but many are not. It’s dusty
and dirty in that area, but there is an increased chance
for potions. If they succeed in finding treasure here,
always pick the nearest potion on the tables.

8 Cage Room

Here prisoners are kept after successful raids and
await to be thrust before the Goblin King. Many are kept
here until the time is right, for what, they do not know.
All are weak, injured, or insane with fear, having already
heard the wretched screams of others.
Freeing them would not be advantageous to those
5 Gob Gathers
This small cave houses rows for sitting. It is a trying to sneak around or discover all the horrible
strange little room where goblins come to hear tales of secrets!
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9 Gobbo Rock

This is a typical tower filled with somewhat tougher
goblins. Just a few hit points more is all. A few mobs
worth. There is another tower just southeast of this that
is not drawn on the map but is identical to this. These
goblins will guard their tower to the death. There are
nooks and crannies where goblins have hidden their
valuables from each other.

10 Bigg’Ums

There are two options for this lair. You
can have Gobbo Giants, bred from injecting
hill giant blud into a goblin or have an
actual hill giant clan in this cave. If you
like the gobbo giants, they can be
hiding about in the terrain awaiting
a luckless adventure to come close
enough for them to strike out.
These giants are more warrior
loners than part of a clan. They
are much dirtier which gives
them their hiding trait.
However if it is hill giants,

this is where
a group or
family
of
hill
giants
reside. Stats
for
female
and
young
hill
giants
are provided
further along.
There could
be 1d6 giants
here,
some
within
and
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some roaming about the land. They will not go to
any goblin’s aid unless it were the Big Arena, the
calling of a war party, or sensing an invasion by
a large force. They will have bulk treasure
strewn about the bottom as they tend to
carry carts of loot for themselves. They
look through it but much of it falls
and is scattered. Sometimes a goblin
will sneak in and snatch something or
get squashed & eaten. The pool may
have grabbers or gricks in it, waiting
for food left or dropped by the messy
giants. These are usually smaller,
anything larger the giants will eat.

11 Slimey Ways

An alpha grick or two resides
in this area. The tunnels have
additional DC challenges due to the
build up of slime and steep walls. It is
a beasts lair and can have treasures nested
in the slime or rocks, where the females lay
eggs. There can be a swarm of small ones in there
as young wyrms ready to disperse. Very few will grow
to replace the larger residents. They’ll end up as food for
their own parents, other foul denizens or the goblins.

12 A Respite

To find this spot, the heroes must discover the
entrance in the pool below, it is under the rocks. A
tunnel must be swam up to get to the resting cave. It will
have a DC check for sure, with failures causing them to
get stuck and gulp (drown) for air!
But it may be worth it! The cave is avoided
by all for some reason. It is a quiet place, where
peaceful fungi grow. The glowing large berries are
a sweat gelatinous goo. Using one Survival check,
one can harvest 1 berry for every number above a
DC12. These fruits can be kept and are like healing
potions. They heal 2d8, do lesser restoration, and
can give one 1d12 false life! This place can also
afford a long rest! Any who do rest here, however
tight and slippery the space, will easily fit on the
caring slopes. Weird.

13 Lurker in the Water

A large grabber (see stats in Additional Beasts
section toward end) lives here, grabbers are
‘mortal’ enemies of the gricks or anything else that
suddenly flops, drops, or plops in the pools. It does
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avoid
the Respite and its entrance as well as the tough roper to
the east, but this large one hides in the bottom left pool,
awaiting any naive young gricks that swim through.
Or anything else. Its tentacles can reach up and grab
anything to pull down to its cave. It is well covered in
the cave, having only part of its shell and beak exposed.
It is also very murky.

14 Wet Ways

Here
resides
a roper. It is the
stalagmite in the
middle of the pool.
It sits silent awaiting
any trespassers, even
goblins. It also has
a lair above where it
houses shiny things
it happens to eat and
expel. A swarm of
gricks can gather in
that area, coming out
of nooks & crannies,
if they sense prey. It
is an infestation the
roper hates. It can not

find a mate!
18 Hagsie’s
The roper can hear activity in the Big Arena so it will
A successful female breeder has blossomed into a
lumber up the path and to fight for food.
druid-like caster or hag. See her listing further along.
With her obsessed qualities and innate ancient evil fey
connections her powers matured to become a witch and
15 Ogre Mound
See the description on the Goblin Fortress level. But crafter. She is always trying to come up with poisons,
in addition, where they sleep on rotting hay mounds diseases, potions and other foul concoctions. Aside
infested with worms, is a foul pool. A DC Con save from lots of regular treasure rolls, her lair will have foul
can certainly come into play here. The stench can be components that enhance spells cast by druids, warlocks,
quite unbearable. The pool is filled with rotted corpses, and sorcerers. See the Treasure Tables for more info on
but also a potential for great treasures! Several rolls the Foul Ingredients. These will surely be here.
and a lower DC should be considered, if one can bear
the stench and rotted festering waters filled with blud 19 Hagsie’s Quiets
wyrms and rot grub! See Foul Things for their swarm
Here Hagsie communes with an evil spirit to
stats.
gain her spells and knowledge. She serves someone
or something... in all actuality many demons course
through this cursed place. She may lie in the crude iron
16 Poison Pond
This pond is coveted by the ogre shaman and the basin or feel it with some concoction, ever communing.
hagsie. Both hate each other and thankfully rarely see The demons give her crazed mind many odd, dark, dire
each other. But either one could be in here harvesting, tales, warnings, visions... she thinks all of them to be
cooing, caring, casting growth spells and examining the one dark god with many heads, or whatever else she can
growths. Any character, knowledgable in poisons will come up with to understand the madness... or not.
Anyone coming near the iron basin and skeletal prop
see this as a great source of ingredient material to make
will
be attacked by curses! Roll some Wisdom saving
poisons. Because of how fresh these are, one would
also know their potency will diminish quickly without throws and effect any who fail with whatever delightful
madness, quirk, or oddity one wishes!
proper preparations.
Ingesting anything here will have a high DC and
damage ratio as well as add some sort of poison status, 20 The Big Tunnel
like retching, exhaustion, paralysis, blindness, or any
This passageway leads to the Temple and goblin
other debilitating condition one can imagine.
gathering area below. You may think that the path to it
is quite a bit out of the way and bothersome for Hagsie,
but this author and the goblins merely sneer at you as
17 Troll Lair
Several bugtrolls live here. The real trolls having we continue on.
During the Blud Ritual a mass of goblins are led
been long ago killed off. These sleep a lot, awaiting the
arena events or they will go to Mucky Muck to eat fungi down in a frenzy, anytime there is an over population
or worms. Hagsie tries to limit their plundering but its of pups, as they birth after successful raiding, they are
difficult. They are powerful in their own right and she led down here to prove their worth to goblin glory!
does like their protective quality. She can sometimes All kinds or enthrallments are made to push them on.
fool them to go follow some odd sound or feed them Read more about this in the next section for the Temple
one of her many failed concoctions. She spends time listings.
here trying to grow ingredients and build up swarms of
critters.
21 Mucky Muck
While it doesn’t produce poisons like the Poison
A description of this area is in the previous Troll
Pond, it does produce other much needed ingredients Lair description, this place is frequented by the trolls
for her foul cauldron cookings. Several swarms of critters and Hagsie. It has many growths and swarms. There are
are here from bugs to worms to swimming things.
treasures strewn about the dark waters as well.
At the south end, ripples and a mild current do
At the southernmost end, the water ripples away into
reveal a pouring out to the Hidden Caves.
a stream leading to the Hidden Caves. The trolls will flee
here to regenerate, hiding in the waters. The Hagsie can
turn into a crocodile and hide in these dark dank waters
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if near death.

small area rich with items!

22 Hidden Caves

Another large grabber resides in the pool here. It is
more exposed and generally hunts stirges that hang on
the stalactites. On the east end is an exit or entrance to
the outside and the western Blood Sucking Cave. It is
filled with stirges.
The water pools and swirls down a tunnel that
only a small creature with no armour on could crawl
and squirm though. It is filled with water and difficult
to pass. But below is another hidden cave and respite
where nothing resides except a lost dwarven chest made
of gold. It is magical and holds something or things of
great value! (DM’s choice!)

23 Gobbery Hole

One of the main features or growths of the
power and effectiveness of the Goblin Fortress is the
transmogrifying of goblins into buggeries. Here they
do the ‘normal’ mutations. Most are failures, but the
sorcerers and acolytes here have plenty to work with
and keep at it as a few bugbears, bugboars, bugtrolls and
toughies are created. Some failures are kept in the cages
to see if they come through, these are wailing gnashing
pups. Those that survive turn quickly into the buggeries
and are left to go up into the Fortress and find their way.
Here are many caster type items and treasures for
heroes to search for, if they can defeat the sorcerers!

24 Hermit’s Hole

This is the underground portion of the Hermit
listing described in the
Goblin Fortress entries,
he may be willing
to allow interesting
intruders a rest and feed
them! He may even trade
his treasure with any of
theirs. He is quite bored
with his items, and really
has no use for them, but
something
interesting
must be traded. He
does have quite a few
interesting trinkets he’s
collected. Roll advantage
to any treasure rolls the
PCs may ‘search’ in this
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25 Blood Caves

This treacherous terrain of steep steps, stalactites
and stalagmite is filled with swarms of stirges and a
few decently sized piercers. A breeder hides in the
cave with two small openings. It has laid a lattice work
across a spiked pit before its sleeping area. The lattice is
very weak and barely holds his weight. The stirges and
piercers do not attack the breeder.
It has also created a trap on the south end near the
cave entrance and exit. Climbing the goblin ladder, if
one crawls into the shallow dark tunnel, covered spikes
poke inward to stick them once they try to reverse. If
stuck a piercer will drop to hit with advantage and a
patient swarm of stirges will attack either the trapped
victim or nearby intruders. All of this is well hidden and
would take a high DC Wis roll to perceive.

26 Stairs of the Sorcerers

This is an ancient magical door! It is hardened
steel and filled with ancient dwarven runes. Upon it
is a Fireball ward placed by the sorcerers (use necrotic
damage, it is a black foul fire). If anyone tries to decipher
the runes, the fireball will ignite. The runes tell of a
dwarven cleric’s monastic resting place and that only
the Key of Tombs will unlock this powerful door.
A sorcerer from below calls upon a surface acolyte
to retrieve the Key of Tombs from the Goblin King. It
will come here and opens it as the sorcerers sojourn up
here on very rare occasions.

27 The Augur’s Tower (interiors)

A sorcerer and servant acolytes rummage about in
these towers. The creepy casters in here will undoubtedly
have collected much of the loot that seems more of the
bookworm type. Goblins will readily toss any books
aside as the acolytes grab them up and bring them
back here. Many will be mundane and just stacked for
climbing, but some will be spellbooks, magical tomes,
informative ledgers, scrolls, and the like.
There will also be items infused with divination
attunements. These could afford one schooled in
divination some added benefits. However being that
they are goblin fey innate, the scrying qualities will be of
a more confused and dark nature.

item then has. Or if the hero focuses on what he or she
desires, whether better prowess in combat or defensive
capabilities. The Gems are incremental and can stack
together, creating a gem filled powerful artifact. However
all of this should be balanced out at the GM’s discretion.
The powers of each gem should be limited to things like
+1, +1HD, a resistance, a usage of a trait.

29 King’s Guard

This hovel is filled with bugbears. They roam the
King’s grounds and are on high alert. In this space they
sleep but one will always be alert. They have the high
ground and will repel any who climb up while thrusting
and throwing javelins down.
28 King’s Keep
A small hole leads northward into the base of the
The Goblin King will be here, unless he’s sleeping or King’s Smithies. Goblins come in and out to serve the
watching someone get horribly killed in the arena. He bugbears or chat with them.
eats, meets, and issues orders from his throne here. If
In the southern room is a small arena for the bugbears.
it is the weakling goblin king, several acolytes will be Any intruders they catch will be tossed in as they watch
his overseers with perhaps a bugblud guardian. If it is a it fight or struggle against the carrion crawlers. They
strong king, it will have toughies and ogres for the most will also poke their javelins at any who try to climb out.
part, being somewhat suspicious of the sorcerers and This is their form of entertainment. They will toss in any
their crafts. Though he readily uses them for raids.
goblin they think has tried to steal from them.
Either will be sitting atop a mound of shiny glistening
and urine smelling treasure! Treasure!!! I could make 30 King’s Smithies
a list of treasures... but I’ll let you the DM enjoy that!
These goblins are a cut above most others. They are
Definitely have the strong king or an acolyte carry the chosen for their modicum of discipline. These work
large dwarven key, the Key of Tombs, shaped like a diligently on weapons and armor for the King’s guards.
sarcophagus that opens the door to the Temple below!
They have a large taskmaster blacksmith who somberly
Both kings like armour and weapons on display to leads them. Most other big goblins respect these ones
make it seem they are powerful, plus shiny mounds and and leave them to do their work, hoping to get the next
chests of coin and items. Any goblin caught stealing is weapon or armour of course!
cooked and eaten! They eat a lot of goblin.
For treasures, lots of coin and items, plus peruse the 31 King’s Kitchen
Treasure Table for weapons and armour, or consider
some epic weapons that the players have been
desiring or gravely need. Another possibility
is having plenty of weapons with a Gem of
Enchantment.
This is a unique magic item. It is so highly
magical it can easily attune to different magical
items. The heroes can obtain and attune to their
own weapons. These gems will release from
their found item and can be moved to theirs,
adding a bonus or trait, depending on the
attunement ritual played out by the hero.
Any spells cast during attunement will
harmlessly be absorbed by the gem and affect
how it attunes to the new magical item. This
will affect the type of additional power the
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1 The Big Tunnel

A massive horde of goblins rush through here, when
the Blud Ritual is called. Otherwise, it is a vast barren
tunnel, filled with scoff marks and goblin tracks.

2 The Gathers

This space is used by acolytes, sorcerers and the
warlock conjurer to drum up the mob of goblins. They
want the goblins in a frenzy to fight whatever demon
they summon in the Grand Arena. They must defeat the
demon to harvest its blood. And they want survivors to
inject the blood into.
Here they have a bugblud skeleton on a throne, who
they point to as their glorious goal. If they fight furiously,
to the end, they have a chance to become as powerful as
the bugblud before them! They can use other methods
to get them in a frenzy as well. Once they sense the
goblins are truly frothing at the mouth in suicidal rage,
they quickly get them onward through The Crossing.

3 The Crossing

Here, the goblins
pass to the Grand
It is a vast cavern realm
swarms of stirges,
piercers, and the
but nothing too
threatening.
The
mass of goblins pass
through no matter
any that fall to their
death or die crushed
under foot.

hurriedly
Arena.
with

4 Hall of
Remembrance

like

Here are placed various bugbluds that either failed
in their creation or were heroes to the Goblin Fortress
and died from old age. Most only live a few years in this
heightened frenzied state. They are bolted and hung up.
The sorcerers and acolytes come here and remember
the greatest of their creations. They meditate and
perform strange rituals.
The place can give a curse of fear and dread to any
intruder, especially casters. Have them roll a Wisdom
DC and if they fail, give them some fearful trepidation.
A level of exhaustion, a loss of initiative until they roll
an epic roll (Nat 20), disadvantage to saving throws, fear
of casting spells until they leave the hall, or anything
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else that thwarts their bravado. Or perhaps they will be
infused with Goblin Wild Magic whilst remaining in
the Temple area.
Another major failure could be that one or more
awaken as sadistic skeletal warriors. Use the minotaur
skeleton stats in the Monster Manual.

5 The Grand Arena

This ancient dwarven disc rises fifty feet above
the Feeding Grounds. It is a giant platform. Here is
where the conjuror summons a greater demon it has
researched or given a vision of. Sometimes it knows
the name. Whatever the case, it summons it here and it
quickly turns into violent mayhem.
Many creatures below await this Blud Ritual to
pick up the fallen goblins as food. Masses of carrions,
otyughs, swarms will rise from the incredibly dangerous
muck to feast. Both the Wretched and Vile Ones will
come forth to grab up goblin or beast alike.
		 The goblins will form as mobs and in their
frenzied state attack relentlessly against the demon,
whether running headlong with weapons or firing like
crazy with bows.
The casters await from the Waiting Hall, praying for
success and that when they go out the demon will be
dead, and dead on the platform and not fallen below. It
should stay within the demonic circle inscribed on the
platform but that is not always the case.

6 The Wretched One & The Underdark

This one is like a giant goblin troll, but it is the
growth of demonic blud. See its creature listing in
this book for more info. It was able to escape its
masters falling down into the Feeding Grounds
from their laboratory. Here it fought and fed growing to
this humongous size. It eats anything but its lair seems
to hold plenty of foul beasts, all hiding and lurking
wherever they can.
There is also a tunnel that leads down into the
Underdark... Good luck allowing your players to go
there. Plenty of foul creatures come up only to meet the
wrath of the Wretched one.
Rare treasures can certainly be found thrown about
and smushed into the mud and dirt here.
During the Blud Ritual, the Wretched anticipates the
goblin crossing and will hit the wall to get a few to fall. It
munches on these then heads to the Freeding Grounds
for more.

7 Feeding Grounds

Here lies a horrid ecology of squirming foul
creatures. They feed off the fallen goblins, each other,
and on rare occasions... demonic parts. The creatures
here have a slightly demonic infused strength to them.
Give them a +1 to attacks, a +1 to HD damage, and two
additional HD to hit points. Some may even have Magic
Resistance if so inclined. Otyughs, carrion crawlers,
gricks, ropers, piercers, grells, grabbers, swarms could
all be vying for the feast.
Many of these will not immediately attack if
intruders enter the grounds for they have learned to
hide from the Wretched One. They all have learned to
‘hibernate’ until the mass hysteria of the Blud Ritual. A
few lone ones may detect intruders and awaken to feast.
If there is enough noise or activity it could awaken an
ever widening circle of slumbering denizens.
The Wretched One slumbers a lot having gorged
during any Blud Ritual. There are times it crawls down
into the Underdark to find a meal or may be digging
about, picking out the otyughs or carrion for a snack.

8 The Vile One

tome. Much of its survival against the larger Wretched
One is due to its ability to squirm through the tunnels,
fleeing to the cavernous lagoon.
During the Blud Ritual and even after, plenty of
smaller creatures will seek out this place thinking it a
refuge. The Vile One waits patiently in here and feeds
of the critters at a careful pace. It still gets excited and
curious during the Blud Rituals but knows to retreat
here than face the Wretched One. Both find plenty to
gorge upon.
The cavernous lagoon is a treacherous area to travel.
The mud is suctioning and gooey, filled with swarms
and vile things. The Vile One defecates on the mounds
making that fertile with rotgrub and bludwyrms. It is a
very dangerous place to search around.
Having said that, the Vile One does collect some
artifacts. Whether dropped from demons or left
somewhere by the Wretched One, anything acquired
out amongst the Feeding Grounds or mishandled by
the Wretched One makes its way to the lagoon. The Vile
One can sense when the Wretched One goes into the
Underdark. It will then hurriedly explore the Wretched
One’s lair and steal anything it can find.
The Wretched One would get mad but thinks things
fade away or sink naturally into the mud and it has
grown accustom to losing things, forgetting about them
soon after.

This has become the nemesis of the Wretched One,
both have had fights that are painful to both sides. The
Vile One has had to retreat more than the Wretched,
who will fight to the death unless distracted by a choicer
9 Waiting Hall
meal nearby.
Here reside the conjurer, sorcerers and acolytes
The Vile One has its own creature listing later in the
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during a Blud Ritual, it has a dwarven protection circle
that they have corrupted and change to their liking.
Both doors can be sealed and their wards of fireball
or banishment ‘enacted’. The doors are dwarven made
and require powerful magic like a knock spell to open
if they do not have a key. All the acolytes carry a key and
the Goblin King’s key will open all these doors. If the
sorcerers are aware, they will enact the wards.
It is used to repel demons so the goblin mobs will be
forced to keep fighting. On very rare occasions a demon
has escaped the circle.
A more common use
of the protections in the
waiting hall is against
experiments that have
gotten out of control. While
the bugblud isn’t fully
affected by the protection
circle at full strength, it
usually is not at full strength
yet. This gives the sorcerers
time to repel it as they
attack it enough to weaken
and capture or kill it.

figures, not unlike fetal sized versions of the Wretched
One and the Vile One. Other than testing one’s Wisdom
or losing one exhaustion level due to the grotesque
encounter, these foul creatures are feeble and harmless.
The center one however holds a powerful bugblud!
It speaks common and is quite convincing that needs
help and wants to be free! The goblins ignore it. It’s
common is quite civilized and intelligent. It calls out to
any, offering them aid, help, alliances if it is freed. Feel
free to pick any sort of devious yet convincing voice. It
knows its iron maiden has an 8th level Fireball ward on
it (necrotic damage). It will laugh and still ask them to
open the iron maiden if the ward was triggered!
This bigblud is powerful and hates everyone. The
goblins barely trapped it in there and have decided to
keep it as their alarm system.
Unbeknownst to this bigblud, if it is freed, a
powerful goblin curse will cause it to melt horrifically
as it tries to walk out of its imprisonment. It will then
explode violently, causing a secondary 8th level Fireball
(necrotic) spell.

12 Feasting Hall

Here the acolytes eat their meals. The place is a fetid
mess. Rotting meat hangs from the walls, all are harvested
10 The La’bor’ah’tory
from failed experiments. The acolytes find these tasty,
This is essential secret, nurturing and gives them maddening visions. They also
the final power-play by the love to pick off the rot grub for snacks!
Goblin Fortress. Here, they
There may be some simple treasures in here, a few
create the various bugbluds! items placed around as they attempt to appear ‘civilized’
Demon infused goblins that or ‘cultured’ in their
grow to a powerful level. garish goblin way.
There are several crudely crafted iron maidens holding
growing or doomed bugbluds in them. These wail in 13 Conjurer’s
tortures as they are either growing or dying slowly.
Room
The acolytes tend to them, knowing which are which
The conjurer and
and who to help and who to examine as they perish. his acolytes sleep here
The wails coming from these can unnerve any sane upon three dwarven
humanoid.
tombs. In the tombs
Here the treasures are rare, incredible, grotesque, only bones are left.
but many old wizards, sorcerers, necromancers would The goblins ransacked
pay a high price to get a hold of these instruments and the items long ago.
samples.
The conjurer sleeps

11 The Warding

In this lofty ancient dwarven room are several iron
maidens to one end. The rest of the room is empty save
dirt, filth, blackened circles and marks extending out
from the iron maidens.
The two smaller ones have creepy grotesque wailing
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here hearing the cries
of the dead.
The
place
is
scarce,
though
treasures could be
found, catering to
warlocks. They may

have components made themselves in the laboratory or steep and dangerous to ankles and footing. It may be
acquired from Hagsie.
best to climb or use all fours to traverse. The terrain is
difficult at best and a Nat 1 could injure one taking 10
14 Acolyte’s Quarters feet off their movement until healed.
There are symbols etched on the ‘teeth’ that are
n Smithery
In the smithy the acolytes not clearly seen, especially in the dark. A very bright
work on iron maidens, light, especially magical may reveal their carvings. With
shackles, cages. They a difficult Arcana roll one may know each is a curse
also make weapons and symbol. But they are inactive until the Ancient One
armour for their successful casts darkness on the whole of the Hallow.
The heroes may then know not to look at the symbols
bugblud creations. Some
when
they glow, but it will be the only light source that
of the best and rarest
tools pillaged from across permeates the powerful dark spell. If they know they are
the lands are in here. The curses, they could get an advantage to their saves. 		
Only magical lights cast above 3rd level can shine
acolytes aren’t necessarily
that skilled, but they can with a radiance, but they will not dispel the darkness.
make crude weapons That can only be done by destroying the dwarven tomb
effective
in
bugblud in the Ancient One’s resting place. It is hidden behind
a secret door at the end of the tunnel. It is a high DC
hands.
They retire to the to notice the door, but anyone feeling and investigating
quarters. They have many that area will have a decent chance at discovering its
chests and a communal edges. Pushing it open will be easy enough with two
way of sharing treasures. strong heroes.
The Ancient One’s tomb appears to be a quiet place
Oddly they have collected
yet anyone who enters will feel the tense energy. The
a decent amount!
tomb and room will hold many arcane magic items
of powerful renown! There is a struggle there, more
15 The Transmogrifier
evident than in the Hallow, of two spirits, two evil spirits
The loftiest of sorcerers, the one in charge of all the
fighting for dominance. If the Ancient One is weakened
demon blood harvesting and injecting. He resides in
enough, it will forget about the intruders, as if they are
here and has a calming pool of foul waters to relax in.
no matter, and begin arguing with itself.
He also collects the rarest and most magical of books,
If the heroes destroy the sarcophagus with heavy
even taking them from the Augury Tower if compelled.
weapons, for it isn’t magically protected, then the spirits
Spell books, scrolls, tomes of enchantment are
will howl their last together. The demon will be banished
stacked and perused here. He can’t necessarily read
and the dwarven lich-like cleric will wail as it falls to
much nor gain much from them... but acquire them he
dust.
must!
And the demon powers coursing through the Goblin
A bigblud skin lays as a rug, a dwarven tomb is his
Fortress will come to an end!
bed. He also acquires the most extravagant wardrobe
from any raids. Most are immediately ruined and
tattered, but he wants them anyway.
This room will be filled with the most esoteric and
powerful magics. He can sense it!

16 Ancient’s Hallow & The Ancient One

More details of the Ancient’s Hallow and Ancient
One is listed further along in this accursed wretched
tome!
The Hallow is a large vaulted cave with a ribbed-like
surfaces. These ribs are less than a few feet high but are
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taskmasters
These goblins are essential to getting anything
done in a goblin kingdom.They end up taking the
responsibility of something, anything... They lord over
goblins & slaves with whips, they control the barrels of
rotten foods and grub, they hammer away at inferior
cast iron works or sew and mend leather armour for
their goblin king’s guards.
The taskmasters are generally as tough as any
warrior, and might
seem ill-prepared to
fight with tools and
no armour. But they
are always having to
fend off other goblins
who might want their
coveted position. They
will have some sort
of special items like
healing or poison,
which they are not want
to use, merely waving
it in a threatening
manner at any goblins
who dare disobey their
orders.
They will always
have some sort of leathery work-apron, a whip for
slaves, hammer for smithing, or a blade for butchery
and cooking. It is rare for goblins to be a caretaker or
responsible for anything, and when they are, all other
goblins treat them like bosses.
In turn these goblins must be larger, tougher, and
able to bully
the
others
around, whatever
their skill level is at being
taskmasters.
Depending on the task,
each will have a cadre
of goblins that do their
bidding, as slaves and
fawning servants. The
taskmaster keeps them
subservient with their
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size, weapons, and threats.
A taskmaster will ignore any fights beyond their
area and intruders that pass by. They are much too busy
holding their own. However if anyone dares fiddle with
their tools or intrudes on their workspace, they are
sure to attempt intimidation and other threats to get rid
of them. If it comes to a fight, they fight to the death
knowing this is all they’ve got.
GOBLIN Taskmasters

Humanoid (goblin), neutral evil

Armor Class 11 (leather apron)
Hit Points 18 (4d6+4)
Speed 25 ft.
STR

DEX

CON

INT

12(+1) 12(+1) 12(+1) 10(+0)

WIS

CHA

10(+0) 10(+0)

Skills Intimidate +3, Proficiency Tool +2
Senses darkvision 40 ft. passive Perception 8
Challenge 1/2 (100 xp)
Foul Things. They have items to aid in their struggle. Pick
as many as deemed prepared, for them to have set up or
ready to use.
ACTIONS
Whip. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 10ft., one
target. Hit: 3 (1d4+1) slashing damage. If the target is a
creature, it must succeed on a DC 10 Constitution saving
throw or be stunned until the end of its next turn.
Hammer. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5ft., one
target. Hit: 4 (1d6+1) bludgeoning damage. If the target
is a creature, it must succeed on a DC 12 Constitution
saving throw or be stunned until the end of its next turn.
Butcher’s Blade. Melee Weapon Attack: +4, to hit, reach
5ft., one target. Hit: 4 (1d8+1) slashing damage. In the
taskmaster’s hands this blade does a critical on a roll of a
19 or 20.
REACTION
					
Redirect Attack. When a creature the goblin can see
targets it with an attack, the taskmaster grabs another
goblin within 5 feet and it takes the hit. Both are in the
same 5 feet area until the end of this round.

Growers & Breeders

Grown & Bred Things

These specialized worker goblins are essential to
underground or dank dark forest realms. They cultivate
whatever flora or bestial fauna the tribe might have.
Growers will undoubtedly have some special weapon or
poison they have crafted and will readily use in defense
of their measly farm or livestock. They use it primarily
against other unwanted goblins who are vying for their
coveted spot or there to steal a ‘shroom or two. They’ll
just as readily use their special attacks on non-goblin
adventurers!
Their prizes could be anything from mushroom to
fungus farms, carrion caves, bats or pests, or some odd
underground beasts of burden.
They will be Animal Handling some beasts or
creatures that the goblins have tamed or can overpower
and control. Perhaps they have a cave filled with cages
of stirges that are familiar with their breeder. Or it is
a forest of feral boars, virile and mean, or a dungeon
ruin where they have trapped a carrion crawler, feeding
it and keeping it satisfied, to guard that area.
In any case, these goblins will generally be healthier,
bigger, fatter, but not necessarily warrior ready. They
will usually have guards and some sort of intriguing
specialized defense. They may unleash their cave
scorpions or lure the party to their grey ooze or toss jars
of acidic slime. Many of these ideas will be listed later
under Foul Things. Assume they carry a few!

See appendix for any swarm variants.

Basic Trap Setup
Trigger. Any of the snare, pull, release of tension, or
weight upon a concealed cover is commonly utilized by
Growers & Breeders.
Countermeasure: A successful DC Wis (Perception)
check reveals the setup. However take into consideration
lighting factors and terrain that benefits the concealment
of the trigger, raising the DC or making it at disadvantage
to the roll?
Effect. Based on available resources or what is bred:
spikes with poison or critters unleashed or in a pit ready
to pounce. A DC Dex will avoid falling objects or the
full effects of a fall. The fall could be 1d6 bludgeoning
and 1d6 spikes plus 2d6 poison damage unless one saves
against a DC Con. Or the creatures could still climb up
and attack! See Foul Things for options based on what is
available to the Grower or Breeder.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Mushrooms, various other fungi for food or poison.
Worms of many putrid grotesque kinds including
rotgrub, bloodworms.
Poisonous & vicious bugs like beetles, scorpions &
spiders.
Just a foul pond of acid for acid bombs.
Small foul creatures like stirges, giant rats, snakes.
Larger creatures, limited to caged breeders and
small stock for traps & food, like carrion crawlers,
ropers, otyughs etc...

GOBLIN Grower or Breeder

Small humanoid (goblin), neutral evil

Armor Class 13 (studded leather)
Hit Points 13 (3d6+3)
Speed 25 ft.
STR

DEX

CON

INT

10(+0) 12(+1) 12(+1) 10(+0)

WIS

CHA

8(-1)

7(-2)

Skills Stealth +4, Proficiency Tool +2, Survival +4,
Animal Handling+4
Senses darkvision 60 ft. passive Perception 10
Challenge 1/2 (75 xp)
Foul Things. They have specialized traps and items for
defense. Pick as many as deemed prepared, for them to
have set up or ready to use.
ACTIONS
Scimitar. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
target. Hits 6 (1d6+3) slashing damage.
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raiders
Scouts

Generally the first goblins encountered outside of
their lair, fortress or war encampments are the scouts.
These goblins wear light armour and carry light
weapons. They will generally not engage unless fooled
into thinking they can easily defeat them. They are
certainly blood-lusting but always have a mission or
task to fulfill, ordered by a leader who can snuff them
out if they make a mistake.
If they have surprised or spotted their target unaware,
then there is a chance they may attempt a surprise
attack over returning to their masters immediately.

One might think scouts will be mounted, but most are
not, or their lead scout is, but the rest must run along,
proving themselves worthy or dying of exhaustion in
the process.
Undoubtedly, they’ll be led by a raider goblin,
mounted on some fast beast. If their scouting is
successful then a group of raiders or mounted toughies
will be the next encounter.

Raiders, Mounted Scouts

These are upgraded scouts, ones who have proven
themselves and gained or fought or stole a mount. These

GOBLIN & WORG together

TOUGHY GOBLIN & BOAR together

Armor Class 13 (leathers)
Hit Points 10 (3d6) & 26 (4d10+4)
Speed 35 ft. & 50 ft.

Armor Class 16 (scale mail) & 12 (hide)
Hit Points 22 (5d6+5) & 24 (4d8+8)
Speed 30 ft. & 40 ft.

Small humanoid & Large monstrosity neutral evil

Humanoid (goblin), neutral evil & Large Beast, unaligned

STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

-1/+3

+2/+1

0/+1

0/-2

0/0

-1/-1

+2/+2

+2/+1

+1/+3

0/-3

0/0

-1/-1

Skills Stealth +4, Animal Handling +4, Perception +4
Senses darkvision 60ft, passive Perception 10
Challenge 1/4 (50 XP) & 1/2 (100 XP)

Skills Animal Handling +4, Perception +3
Senses darkvision 60ft, passive Perception 10
Challenge 1/2 (100 XP) & 1/2 (100 XP)

Nimble Escape, Mounted. The goblin can take the
Disengage but not the Hide action as a bonus action on
each of its turns while mounted.

Charge. If the boar and rider moves at least 20 feet toward
a target and then hits with a tusk attack on the same turn,
the target takes an extra 2d6 slashing damage. If the target
is a creature, it must succeed on a DC12 Strength saving
throw or be knocked prone.

Keen Hearing and Smell. Advantage on Perception
checks with hearing and smell.
Mounted Warfare. DC15 Animal Handling, gets
advantage to the goblin attack for that combat.

ACTIONS

Shortbow. Ranged Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, range
80/320ft., one target. Hit: 4 (1d6+2) piercing damage.
Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft. one
target. Hits 10 (2d6+3) piecing damage. If the target is
a creature, it must succeed on a DC 13 Strength saving
throw or be knocked prone.
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Relentless. If the boar reaches 0 hit points, it is reduced to
1 hit point instead.
Mounted Warfare. DC15 Animal Handling, gets
advantage to the goblin attack for that combat.

ACTIONS

Scimitar. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
target. Hits 6 (1d8+2) slashing damage.
Tusk. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
target. Hits 8 (2d6+2) slashing damage.

congregate
together
as raiders,
doing more
than
just
scouting
as
their
inferior
brethren
are forced
to do. Also,
if given the
chance,
or followed by lesser scouts, they become the defacto
leaders of a scouting group. These goblins, in order to
keep their mount, need to be a cut above the average
scout or warrior for that matter. They must be trickier,
more sly, vicious, cunning, and sleep with one eye open.
These will mount the heavier worgs and boars and
desire to always prove themselves in mounted combat.
Of course, it is generally the slaughter of fleeing victims.

mounted one to fall, so they can take their mount!
Worgs are the mainstay of goblin mounts. They are
used for speed, cunning, and vicious raids. Boars are
selected by larger goblins and toughies who want to
wear some armour and can take some punishment.

Mounted Combat

Goblin raiders and their mounts fight independently.
The goblin will use his Animal Handling to try to lead
the mount where he wants, it will usually be a sprint
to flank the enemy. If successful, the rider will have an
advantage to its attacks for that combat. Worg riders
can also utilize it’s Nimble Escape’s Disengage but not
the Hide since they are rather large targets upon their
mounts.
Included here are Creature Stats for rider and mount.
Both use Mounted Warfare at the beginning of combat
to
determine
their advantage
or not and both
get to attack.
A hero must
Mounts & Purpose
decide which to
Having a mount gives goblins more insane target, except
bloodthirsty courage and makes them feel superior and for Area Effect
invincible, though they are neither.
spells
which
A mounted goblin scout is considered a leader by can
damage
other goblins, or one to stab in the back and take from -- both.
by others goblins. In either case, non-mounted goblins
will generally follow the orders of a mounted one,
serve them, stick around them, and aid them in fights.
Of course, it could be the case they are waiting for the
BIG BRUTE & BIG BOAR

Humanoid (goblin), neutral evil & Large Beast, unaligned

Armor Class 16 (scale mail) & 13 (thick fur hide)
Hit Points 36 (6d8+9) & 57 (6d10+24)
Speed 30 ft. & 40 ft.

the target takes an extra 2d8 slashing damage. If the target
is a creature, it must succeed on a DC14 Strength saving
throw or be knocked prone.
Relentless. If the boar reaches 0 hit points, it is reduced to
1 hit point instead.

STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

+3/+3

+2/+1

+3/+4

0/-3

0/0

-1/-1

Skills Animal Handling +4, Perception +3
Senses darkvision 60ft, passive Perception 10
Challenge 1 (200 XP) & 1 (200 XP)
Charge. If the boar and rider moves at least 20 feet toward
a target and then hits with a tusk attack on the same turn,

Mounted Warfare. DC15 Animal Handling, gets
advantage to the goblin attack for that combat.

ACTIONS

Battleaxe. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
target. Hits 7 (1d8+3) slashing damage.
Tusk. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
target. Hits 12 (2d8+3) slashing damage.
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Carts, War Wagons

oils, fireballs or kindle wood underneath it.
War wagons, from the small cart to the ponderous
Goblins run roughshod into battle with these. Their full-sized wagon are rarely alone, having charging
goal is to get in close and use these as attack platforms. goblins to protect and support their attacks. There will
The occupants are generally archers or hurlers of nasty be other goblins about, feeling strengthened by the
pots of slime or sacks of insects (see Foul Things for presence of such a ponderous warcraft.
options). The drivers and boars don’t usually last long.
The drivers will cut the boars loose, hoping they will WAR CART
attack any non-goblin in sight. These boars are usually Large obect
angry and hungry so there’s a good chance they’ll charge Armor Class: 14
Hit Points: 65
headlong into anybody.
From within, the goblins will use their various holes The war cart has 2 drivers, 1 mob of 5 archers, and
to fire out volley after volley, feeling extremely safe and provides a bit more than half cover +3AC to the
formidable. Though the wagons can be lit on fire, there’s occupants. It is pulled by 2 boars.
generally a resistance to regular fire without the aid of
AMP
against
WAR ROOF’N’R
ring and lift it up
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WAR WAGON
Huge Object
Armor Class: 15
Hit Points: 150
The war wagon has 2 drivers, 3 mobs of 5 archers, and
provides three-quarters cover, +5AC to the occupants.
It is pulled by 2 big boars or 4 boars.
The occupants are mobs of archers. Top covers will
have a mix of hide, shields & boards. They also use
these to quickly climb over walls or get a start on
climbing towers. Several mobs can be clinging to the
top and sides.
WAR ROOF’N’RAMP
Huge Object
Armor Class: 17
Hit Points: 150
This covering is carried by 6 ogres or 2 hill giants. It
gives them +4AC as they carry it right up to a wall.
Mobs of goblins will hide under it. The carriers will
prop it up like a rampway and the mobs of goblins will
rush forth on it. A foolhardy mob of archers could be
on top.

Raiding Parties

These are various groups that gather to go out and
raid, pillage and plunder.

A Larger Scouting Party

These go out regularly, ever expanding their own
borders and testing the borders of other kingdoms.
They rarely confront targets unless it appears small, like
a lone farmstead or non-warrior camp site.

A Raiding Party

After a scouting party returns, they will brag about
their findings and rile up enough goblins to attack the
target. Merchant trains, small settlements, and larger
farmsteads are primary targets.
1d6 mobs of 3-5 goblins, 1d6 worg riders, 1d6 boar
riders, 1 toughy boar rider, maybe 1 or 2 war carts in
the rear, 1 acolyte or sorcerer (preferably in the war cart)

A War Party

If a raiding party is defeated, and survivors return,
a war party will form to seek vengeance. Or if the
Goblin King hears of such losses or is made aware of
a fantastic new large settlement to raid and pillage a
war party will form. This listing is approximate and is
based on well... how many of the minis you’ve printed
out! :)
A dozen mobs of 3-5 goblins, a few mobs of 7 or more
Half a dozen worg riders, half a dozen boar riders, a few
big boar toughy riders
A group of toughies, ogres, and/or giant or two
One sorcerer and 1d4 acolytes
A few war carts and one or two war wagons

Bugbluds

Finally, the bugbluds! There’s a good chance one
will lead a raiding or war party. One or two sneakers
will join, being scouts or saboteurs for it. Depending
on how harrowing you want the attack to be!

5 single goblins, 1 mob of 5 goblins, 1d6 worg riders
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The Goblin Horde

Goblins, Shields & Slashers, Pikes & Spears, Archers & Slingers

Goblin

Archers

The core troops of any goblin lair is the basic
goblin. Smaller realms or chaotic groups will have more
goblins with sword & bow then specialized. In any of
encounters consider having the basic goblin, then
adding specialized ones as the encounter progress to
more numerous goblins as raids, skirmishes and battles
ensue..

Less armoured and lighter than the grunt warriors,
these goblins are still a formidable threat. They may have
knives or rusty blades for melee but rarely use them.
They fire their foul arrows from behind other goblins.
And if threatened, will readily use their Nimble Escape
to find a hiding place and fire from there. These goblins
are recruited by all other goblins who love killing their
enemies without getting hurt themselves. Expect a half
dozen of these to be behind a line of a few warriors,
causing quite a worry for any courageous adversaries.

Shields & Slashers

Slightly tougher than the average goblin, this is the
blade and shield goblin. They are the soldier, warrior,
and grunt of any war party or lair encounter. Goblin Tactics
leaders organize the somewhat tougher looking goblins
warriors as the main fighting force. Expect archers, Raiders & Skirmishers
spearmen and bosses to have the sword and shield
goblin protect and take the first hit. They will have
Here is where goblins excel in using their Nimble
various names aside from Shield & Slasher: grunts, Escape skill. They will always use their bow first, firing
sword & shield, blade brothers, foul fighters, & so forth. poisonous or dirty (disease ridden) arrows at targets
then leap away to gain cover. If the foe is dangerous or
just larger, they’ll do everything they can to keep their
Pikes & Spears
distance as they harass their targets, utilizing move and
These goblins are assigned a pike or spear. They feel Nimble Escape each turn.
They’ll retreat to draw stronger foes into a pocket
somewhat intimidated that they don’t have the shield
but will grasp their polearm and gather together in tight of hiding goblins who have their bows ready and are
groups. Due to their weapon, they utilize Pike Tactics, greedily licking their lips.
If they sense fear in their targets, they’ll certainly
that give them advantage to their attack rolls as long as
charge
forth. This may be a warrantless maneuver but
other goblins with polearms are with them. With these
goblins, always scrapping against each other, have a
large weapons, they can not utilize Nimble Escape.
However their Pack Tactics skill, affords two of them devious desire to attack, kill then loot.
being in the same place, both poking forth unhindered
by each other. They can also support a shield & slasher. Battles & Mobs
Being right behind them, poking through.
Many might think goblins have tactics. They don’t.
It is more instinct and opportunity. Whenever a Goblin
King feels their horde has grown large enough, they
send them out en masse to steal and raid.
Stronger ones take the swords and shields, weaker
ones craft their own bows.
When the tougher ones gather together with various
crusty blades and scraps of wood or armor for shields,
the weaker devious ones still want some action. Thusly
is born the three tiered formation of goblins. The Shield
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& Slashers will be in front, the Pikes & Spears will take
opportune strikes from behind, and of course the runts
of these runts will be twanging projectiles from the rear.
A large group of goblins tend to have a misguided
sense of power and may stick to the battle much longer
than the average goblin in raids or skirmishes. Other
than the Pikes & Spears, the rest still have their innate
Nimble Escape skill but won’t use it unless their numbers
dwindle dramatically.
Toughies and bugbears will readily use them as
fodder to push forward and soften hard targets. The
battle is on!

GOBLIN Pikes & Spears

Small humanoid (goblin), neutral evil

Armor Class 13 (leather)
Hit Points 7 (2d6)
Speed 30 ft.
STR

8(-1)

DEX

CON

INT

14(+2) 10(+0) 10(+0)

WIS

CHA

8(-1)

8(-1)

Skills Stealth +6
Senses darkvision 60ft, passive Perception 9
Challenge 1/4 (50 XP)
Pike Tactics. Another Pike & Spear can share a 5 feet
space, if so, both get advantage to attacks. Also, they can
attack through another goblin.

ACTIONS

Pike or Spear. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach 10
ft., one target. Hits 4 (1d8-1) piercing damage. 2-handed.

Optional or when DM feels like!
Filthy Weapon. If a goblin rolls a natural 20 to hit, the
target must make a DC Con save or be infected. See
Disease & Poison rules!

GOBLIN Shields & Slashers

GOBLIN Archers

Small humanoid (goblin), neutral evil

Small humanoid (goblin), neutral evil

Armor Class 15 (leather & shield)
Hit Points 9 (2d6+2)
Speed 30 ft.
STR

9(-1)

DEX

CON

INT

14(+2) 13(+1) 10(+0)

Armor Class 13 (leather)
Hit Points 5 (2d6-2)
Speed 30 ft.
WIS

CHA

8(-1)

8(-1)

Skills Stealth +6
Senses darkvision 60ft, passive Perception 9
Challenge 1/4 (50 XP)
Nimble Escape. The goblin can take the Disengage or
Hide action as a bonus action on each of its turns.

ACTIONS

Scimitar. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
target. Hits 5 (1d6+2) slashing damage.

STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

8(-1)

15(+2)

9(-1)

10(+0)

8(-1)

7(-2)

Skills Stealth +6
Senses darkvision 60ft, passive Perception 10
Challenge 1/4 (50 XP)
Nimble Escape. The goblin can take the Disengage or
Hide action as a bonus action on each of its turns.

ACTIONS

Shortbow. Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, range
80/320ft., one target. Hit: 5 (1d6+2) piercing damage.
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mob rules!!!
This a simple way of having epic battles without
having to roll a ton of rolls or spend a lot of time on
different traits and skills.
You basically add units to each single creature
to ‘upgrade’ it. You just multiply the hit points, add
incremental bonuses to its attack and damage, and add
HD to damage as well. It’s meant to keep things simple.
See the following rule breakdown.
That way, instead of having to roll for 5 separate
goblins, you do one roll. Yet the story is that the heroes
are fighting 5 goblins. So now you can have 5 mobs of
goblins... Which is 25 goblins attacking en mass at the
party! And you only need to roll 5 rolls! This is a fun way
to have epic skirmishes and quasi-like epic battles!
There will obviously still be a ton of units on the
table, 5 mobs, several bugbears, a war wagon, a hill
giant, all attacking. But the rolls will be reduced. It will
still be an epic game session of fighting!
Also, this keeps the theme of goblins alive much
longer. Instead of fighting a few goblins then moving
up to different monsters, you can just add mobs. So
same goblins, but now gathered in larger and more
challenging groups.
There are skills that are included. These are optional.
They will slow down an epic battle. Remember, you’ll

probably have 10 creature turns. Do you want to roll &
get results for all 10. Plus have them use skills?
The options here, are to use these skills when just a
mob or two are fighting. Or in an epic battle, only have
one or two mobs using the skills while the rest do basic
attacks.
Using mobs is fun because it visually impacts a
harrowing story, making it epic. Each mob is treated like
a single monster in game play. It has strengths in its rolls
and hit points.
As a mob, they do have a weakness. They are
susceptible to area effect damage. They are vulnerable,
so on a save, they still take half damage and on a fail they
take double damage. However, if a mob is engaged with
a hero, the hero or heroes are also susceptible to this
area effect attack! This is because the mob isn’t just in
front of the hero but is surrounding them and attacking
from several sides.
The exception to this is if a hero has allies to each
side and can hold off flanking groups. This doesn’t affect
any of the attacks but merely comes into play for area
effect results.

6 Mob Groups of 7 (only 6 rolls per combat turn!)
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Basic Stuff

Ranged Skill

Armor Class... same.

Focus on Target. Mobs always shoot at 1 target, but this
skill really hones them to focus, pointing and yelling to
take that target down. Advantage to hit.

Hit Points, mulitiply based on number in the Mob.

Cover Fire. A mob may cover an area within their short

Advantage to tests or saves involving Strength, range, 30’ cone, where they always get 1 reaction shot, if
Fear, Perception, vs Charm where numbers helps.
any target passes the area.
Damage Vulnerability, any area effect attack.

Avoid Melee. They can Disengage, Move or Hide as a
Reaction to avoid engaging enemy in melee.

Disadvantage to Stealth, Hiding, Dexterity saves,
Flurry of Arrows. If the target is hit, it will have
where unison and size are compromising.
disadvantage to its next attack or action.

Mob Sizes

Mob of 3
+1 to attack, +1 to damage, +1 HD
Mob of 5
Have one skill.
+2 to attack, +2 to damage, +2 HD
Mob of 7
Have one skill.
+3 to attack, +3 to damage, +3 HD

Mob’s Destruction

Melee Skill
Sneak Attack. If the mob’s target has no allies within
5ft., the mob gains an additional HD of damage on their
attack.
Grapple. As a bonus action, one member jumps the
target. DC Dex test, if it wins, per turn, the target is
grappled. The target may attempt a Dex test at the end
of each of their turns.
Intimidation. The mob will intimidate the target. DC
Cha test, advantage to the mob, on a fail, the target must
go last and has no Reaction attacks.

If the mob is at half hit points, it loses its skill and -1
Overwhelm. Roll a test of Dex, the mob has been able to
to attack, damage & HD.
completely surround the target, it can not Disengage or
move and they have advantage to their attacks.

Mobs near death will tend to Disengage and Hide,
unless a toughie, bugbear or bugblud leader is Hold the Line. The mob uses Dodge while keeping
within 30’.
target from advancing or targeting allies. On React they
can move to keep target from advancing. On their turn,
they can attack but at disadvantage.

Skills

Limiting mobs to 1 skill saves time, especially if
there is an epic battle occurring. However a DM
may feel no skill is needed, an epic battle is enough!
Generally they can initiate their skill only once per
battle. At full strength some can be used continually.
At half strength, all skills end.

Either Group
Take Cover or Scatter. They are not vulnerable to area
damage, saving as normal, but lose 1 turn afterward, to
regroup.
Group Chant. The mob encourages each other, gaining
2HD of healing and 1 Adv to next saving throw roll.
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Basic Mob Tactics
Goblin tactics are born from survival and jealousies.
Gobbsies are more opportunists than strategists. They
may seem sneaky and cunning, but that is sheer luck
based on their numbers. More die than survive any fatal
encounter.
Being the fodder for larger armies and their own
goblin kings, the mobs are sent head long, in constant
disarray, into the enemy or target.
The shield barriers wrongly think their shields will
protect them from anything and hope to gain loot early
on. They will tend to rush forward, openly, as a mob.
The archers, having no shields to ‘hide’ behind,
know they are vulnerable and will immediately rush
behind the shield bearers, firing arrows. They hope
the shield barriers will rush in and die, whether by the
enemy or an arrow in the back, accidentally of course,
then the archers can claim all the loot for themselves!
The pikes and spears know they can poke
haphazardly between shield walls or gather in force to
pokey-pokey larger things.
Very few have actually survived their experience in
true battle, most do not survive their first, much less
the second! All think their shoddy weapons will work
simply by using them. Or they think they are sneakier
and nimbler than they really are.
So expect to have them rush forward in foolhardy

A Bugbear leads a mob of gobbies to the attack.
This is only 2 units!
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bravo, to unexpectedly be demolished and scattered by
greater forces. If the goblin army is great, more goblins
who learned nothing from the first wave of dead ones,
will rush forward thinking they can do better! But
again, they’ll lose their bravado rather quickly if met
with real pain.
The only time goblins succeed is when they have
overwhelming numbers and the opponents are farmers
or the like who tend to flee. Then, goblins, who are just
as fast or faster rush forward and kill the poor victims.
As all of this is taking place... the smarter goblinkin
will be maneuvering. Bugbears and bugbluds will
outflank looking for rear guards to vanquish then come
up from behind. Toughies and bugboars will expect the
enemy to be softened, their casters’ spells spent, as they
stomp over their goblin dead and finish the enemy.
Giants and ogres, being giants, will lob rocks from
afar, and getting close tend to go in with the goblins
giving them encouragement, if the giants don’t outright
stomp upon them as they close in.
Can they be sneaky? Of course they can. There
may be a few who have survived long enough and will
themselves maneuver or lead a mob to do something
advantageous. Or they’ll flee and shoot, leading the
enemy into a crossfire of more goblin mobs.
There is always the possibility of an experienced
goblin to survive and lead a group in lieu of a savvy
bugbear or bugblud. But this is rare.

Mob Groups
Goblin, mob of 3
AC15, HP21, CR 1/2 (100XP)
Scimitar+5, 2d6+3
Goblin, mob of 5
AC15, HP35, CR 1 (200XP)
Scimitar+6, 3d6+4
1 melee skill
Goblin, mob of 7
AC15, HP49, CR 2 (450XP)
Scimitar+7, 4d6+5
1 melee skill
Mobs of Pikes are the same as above, except have a
reach of 10 feet and can attack through another mob
per their Pike Tactics. They have no other skills.
Goblin Archers, mob of 3
AC13, HP21, CR 1/2 (100XP)
Shortbow+5, 2d6+3
Goblin Archers, mob of 5
AC13, HP35, CR 1 (200XP)
Shortbow+6, 3d6+4
1 ranged skill
Goblin Archers, mob of 7
AC13, HP49, CR 2 (450XP)
Shortbow+7, 4d6+5
1 ranged skill
A Mass of Goblins!
AC13, HP101, CR 3 (700XP)
Scimitars&Spears+7, 4d6+5 & Archers+7, 4d6+5
Group Chant skill

Bugbear, mob of 3
AC14 (no shield), HP81, CR3 (700XP)
Morning Star+5, 3d8+3
JavelinThrow+5, 2d6+3, 30/120ft
Surprise Attack: if surprise, +3d6, first attack
Bugboars, mob of 3
AC14, HP117, CR4 (1,100XP)
Greataxe+8, 3d12+4
Tusk+8, 3d8+4
Charge: if 20ft, +3d8, DC15Str or prone
Toughies, mob of 3
AC17, HP159, CR5 (1,800XP)
2 Heavy Mace+7, 3d8+4
1 Heavy Javelin throw+7, 3d6+4, 30/120ft

For pup swarms, use Basic Swarm Rules, as
noted in next section.

Swarm of Pups
HP32, AC12, CR1, 200xp
Easily frightened by loud noises, AoE spells.
Claws & Bites +3, 2d4+1
Sneak Attack Grapple DC12Dex or Str or grappled!
Massive Swarm of Pups
HP64, AC12, CR3, 800xp
Easily frightened by loud noises, AoE spells.
Claws & Bites +5, 4d4+2
Sneak Attack Grapple DC12Dex or Str or grappled!
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foul things
Taskmasters, breeders and growers are known to
have their own unique devices or weapons. They come
up with and utilize these to protect their status and to
survive against other treacherous goblins. They harvest
poisons, catch vile critters, build traps and upgrade their
own attacks.

Cage of Critters

They’ll have a cage nearby of critters as a swarm,
they personally feed and train. If unleashed, these will
attack the nearest non-owner. It takes a bonus action to
open the cage door. For simplicity the swarm acts at the
end of the master’s turn.
Due to the simplistic nature of these creatures, a
shorthand version of them is included.

Basic Swarm Rules
•
•

•
•
•
•

It will occupy the same space as its target.
Any attacks upon the swarm may hit the opposing
target, especially area effect spells. Other attack
rolls will automatically hit the target on a natural
roll of 1.
Swarms have damage resist against basic melee
attacks.
They are immune to most attack spells involving
Wis, Int or Cha.
They are vulnerable to Area Effect damage. Many
may be thwarted by presence of fire, smoke or other
extreme elements before them.
If they reach half their hit points, reduce their HD
damage by 1, their attack & damage bonus by 1.

Box of Swarming Buggies
AC12, HP22, Speed/Climb 20ft, 100XP, Bite+3, 4d4
piercing.
A Few Poisonous Critters
AC12, HP4, Speed/Climb/Fly 30ft, Stealth+4,
advantage in terrain, Bite/Sting+2, 1d4, DC12 poison,
1d6 or half if save.
Swarm of Poisonous Critters
AC12, HP20, Speed/Climb/Fly 30ft, Stealth+2,
advantage in terrain, Bite/Sting+6, 1d6, DC14 poison,
2d6 or half if save
Swarming Rats
AC10, HP24, Speed 30ft, 50XP, Bite+2, 2d6 piercing
and slashing damage.
Mob of Giant Rats (mob of 3)
AC12, HP21, Speed 30ft, 50XP, Bite+4, 2d4+2
Swarm of Carrion Crawlies (3 young)
AC13, HP57, Speed/Climb 30ft, 200XP,   2 attacks,
Tentacles+5, 2d4 poison DC13 Con or paralyzed,
Bite+5, 2d4 piercing.
Swarm of Flying Stirges (mob of 5)
AC14, HP10, Fly40ft, 200XP, Blood Drain+6, 3d4+4.

Pots and Sacks

Another tool of the trade is making clay pots and
sacks of dangerous ingredients to toss as an attack. Use
a simple ranged attack to successfully use.
Toss. Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, range 30/50ft.,
targets in 5 ft. range. Hit: 2 (1d4) bludgeon damage,
plus content’s effects.
Clay Pot of Foul Stench
Anyone within range must
save versus an intense DC12
Constitution stench or be
hacking and at -1d4 to
all attack and save rolls.
Target may attempt a
saving thrown at the
end of each of its
turns.
Clay Pot of
Corrosive Acid
or Slime
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Corrodes & burns for 1d6 damage per round. It Rules
takes one turn and a proficient tool or blade to scrape
Various sickly ailments will begin within hours of
off. Or, it takes 2 turns. A non-magical weapon or tool the infection. A victim loses one level of exhaustion and
is destroyed. Each turn, until cleared, it does damage.
regains only half hit points on any heal or rest. A victim
must make a Constitution save each Long Rest versus
Clay Pot of Blud Wyrms
the DC of the infection. A failure adds another level of
Take 1 hit point each turn until Cure Disease, Lesser Exhaustion. A success gains a level of Exhaustion. A
Restoration or something similar is cast. After 5 hit victim lives or dies once recovering from Exhaustion or
points, it doubles to 2, after 10 hit points of damage, it dying from it.
goes to 4 hit points per round, after 20, etc... until one is
a wriggly wretched mass of starving blood wyrms!
Sample Poisons
Sack of Rot Grub
1d4 grubs dig into the skin, each delivers 1d6
damage. On the first round, fire applied to a wound (1d4
damage to host) can kill that rot grub. The others deal
1d6 damage each as they dig in. On the second round,
a long blade may pierce into the flesh (1d4 damage
to host), killing that rotgrub. On the third round, any
surviving rotgrubs are too deep. They can only be killed
by Cure Disease, Lesser Restoration or something
similar. They will continue to do 1d6 damage per turn
as they burrow voraciously.
Cure Disease must be applied at some point, as
dead rotgrubs in a host will infect it with a plague. See
Disease rules.

Poisons & Diseases!!!
Goblins are naturally
dirty and foul. The DM
should on occasion test
any attacks from goblins
as being infectious with
some foul disease. Some
even to the point of being
poisonous. And some,
having access to poison,
will have applied it to
their dirty blades and
arrowheads.
If a goblin rolls a
20, have the target save
versus a DC Con or be
infected with goblin filth
or poison.

Disease & Plague

Basic poison inflicts the poison condition and does
hit point damage. The DC and hit point damage varies
upon the strength of the poison.

Paralysis is another common poison. When infected
or ingested one becomes paralyzed for 1 minute. Target
may attempt a saving throw at the end of each of its
turns.
Venom causes one to collapse unconscious if a DC Con
save fails. The victim can be awoken if it takes damage.
Fungal glow causes one to glow fungal spots, all attacks
get advantage upon target for 1 min. It is otherwise
harmless and there is no saving throw.
Stiffening agent stiffens the target so it can only do 1
action (or attack) or maneuver per turn for 1 min at
disadvantage.
The
target may attempt a
save at the end of each
turn for 1 min.
Alchemy’s fire burst
one on fire for 1 min,
each round it takes
1d6 damage. It is a
chemical fire and
requires 2 rounds of
fully smothering to
end.
Burning
Dust
makes one blind and
writhing in agony. It
affects one for 1 min,
making all actions
at disadvantage, and
being hit by others
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gobbery

Of Bugbears, Bugboars, Giants, Trolls, n Ogres
Included in The Goblin Fortress are many other
creatures that find the goblin race helpful to their
survival. The goblins fear and acquiesce to power and
anything bigger.
Bugbears are inherently intertwined with goblins,
many of the tribal ones join knowing they can use their
weaker kin as fodder in raids and battles.
Giants see them as many small eyes keeping a watch
on sneaky dwarves or gnomes sneaking around their
heels during the pillaging of settlements or just sleeping.
Trolls, while not into going out against the forces of
light, do respect the prolific numbers that fill the tunnels
and keep them alerted of any intruders. Plus, if their
hungry, they can pluck one without the others really
bothering.
Ogres join, liking the numbers. Many
goblins will serve the ogres, fix their armour
or scratch their big fat warty backs, picking
off bugs and licking puss. Yum!
Any goblin king that finds bugbears or
ogres amidst his army will immediately
recruit and pamper these brutes for his own
personal guards or to lead raids.
There are many reasons that will lead
ogres or bugbears to be part of a goblin
army. Wars & raids can scatter groups in the
chaos of victory or defeat. Rivalries can lead
to the change of alliances and the mixing of
groups needing protection or for survival.
Goblins tend to gather in tight knit groups,
ogres and bugbears that are abandoned or
lost can easily find them amidst the forests
and mountains on the darkest of nights.
Ogres and Bugbears will readily join a
goblin warband, and goblins will see them
as a great assets.
Goblin kings will immediately assign
them the choicest weapons and gear, food
and comforts to beguile them into serving
him.
Don’t be confused or limiting in seeing
an ogre or bugbear lead a goblin tribe. If
they deem the chief to be weak, they just as
quickly stab the chief in the gut and take his
spot as the leader.
Generally the bugbears are the smarter
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brutes, taking on missions and going out into the wilds
with a band of rascal goblins. Ogres are bit slower so
they are kept in the fortress as guards unless a war party
is summoned.
Giants generally do not lead goblin tribes. They will
however live nearby and join with goblins on larger
raids and war parties, to take advantage of the feasting
& slaughter.

Gobbery Listings
The creature listings here are for the ones crafted by
injecting blood of buggeries into goblin pups. Most do

not survive, but there’s a never ending supply of pups
to try transmogrifying upon. With painful gestations
and mutations, a few rare survive and grow with great
advantages. These are buggeries... For gobbery to a
goblin refers to something tougher and scarier than
they! Bugbears are the most common kind of gobbery,
and have gone on to be their own race from ancient
times.
Here at the Goblin Fortress, the sorcerers and

Nimble Hiding. This giant goblinkin can hide in plain
sight. Due to its filthy appearance and goblin nature it can
‘hide’ as a giant rock or part of the terrain and strike out
with surprise. It has advantage to stealth & perception
rolls if it is near its lair.

GOBBY GIANT

Huge humanoid (goblin-giant), evil

Armor Class 13 (natural armor)
Hit Points 105 (10d12+40)
Speed 40 ft.
STR

DEX

CON

21(+5) 12(+1) 18(+4)

acolytes spend their time trying to grow fouler ones
from boars, ogres, giants, and trolls. They extract blood
from these on a seasonal basis when there is a growth
spurt of pups, born after a great raiding season they
begin these experiments. If there are even more, the
Goblin King & sorcerers will call the mass of them to go
down into the temple and perform the Blud Ritual.
The gobbery process leads mostly to dead ones, those
being greedily eaten by any of the foul denizens therein.
But on that rare occasion a screaming
groaning pup, injected and bubbling
foul growths, survives. It transforms
into one of these buggeries.
The Gobby Giant looks like an
gigantic fat goblin. It has survived the
gobbery and grew to giant size. One
goblin trait it has is the awareness to
hide. But due to its size, it doesn’t try
to hide behind things, but sits quietly
against walls, as a mud mound, or
as a giant stone. It’s filthiness makes
it look like the terrain and its goblin
essence takes advantage of hiding, then
surprising anyone who passes by.
Bugboars are created by the
injecting of pups with thick dirty needles
filled with boar blood & bile. These are
almost as successful as bugbears. Once
grown to adulthood, bugboars are used
for raids. They are not as sneaky as
bugbears and prefer marching forth and
being the first to charge at any enemies.
Bugtrolls are very rare. The
sorcerers keep trolls around and on

ACTIONS

INT

WIS

CHA

7(-2)

10(+0)

6(-2)

Skills Stealth +4, Perception +2
Senses darkvision 60ft, passive Perception 12
Challenge 5 (1,800 XP)

Multiattack. The giant makes two greatclub attacks or
one ranged attack.
Greatclub. Melee Weapon Attack: +8 to hit, reach 10 ft.,
one target. Hits 15 (3d8+5) bludgeoning damage.
Rock. Ranged Weapon Attack: +8 to hit, range 60/240ft.,
one target. Hit: 20 (3d10+5) bludgeoning damage.
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rare occasions after many frustrating tries and piles of
dead pups, a rare one will survive and grow to be a very
dangerous bugtroll.
They look like any other troll in most ways, yet they
have one new stunning trait akin to goblins. When they
feel they are losing a fight, they have the instinctive
goblin trait to escape in a frantic-frenzied manner. This
makes them quite powerful, especially if they are in an
area filled with plenty of slimy tunnels or dark deep
waters. It only takes them a few minutes to regenerate
their hit points and return with more fervor and
ferocity.

BUGTROLL

Large humanoid (goblin-troll), evil

BUGBOAR

Large humanoid (goblinoid), chaotic evil

Armor Class 15 (natural armor)
Hit Points 84 (8d10+40)
Speed 30 ft.

Armor Class 14 (thick hide armor)
Hit Points 39 (6d8+12)
Speed 30 ft.
STR

DEX

CON

16(+3) 13(+1) 14(+2)

INT

WIS

CHA

7(-2)

8(-1)

6(-2)

Skills Athletics+2
Senses darkvision 60ft, passive Perception 10
Challenge 2 (450 XP)
Brute. A melee weapon deals one extra die of it’s damage
when the bugboar hits with it (included in the attack.)
Charge. If the bugboar moves at least 20 feet toward a
target and then hits with its tusk attack on the same turn,
the target takes an extra 2d8 slashing damage. If the target
is a creature, it must succeed on a DC14 Strength saving
throw or be knocked prone.

STR

DEX

CON

18(+4) 13(+1) 20(+5)

INT

WIS

CHA

7(-2)

8(-1)

6(-2)

Skills Stealth +4, Perception +2
Senses darkvision 60ft, passive Perception 12
Challenge 5 (1,800 XP)
Keen Smell. This goblin troll has advantage on Wisdom
(Perception) checks that rely on smell.
Regeneration. This gob-troll regains 10 hit points at the
start of its turn. If it takes acid or fire damage, this trait
doesn’t function at the start of it’s next turn. The bugblud
troll dies only if it starts its turn with 0 hit points and
doesn’t regenerate.

Relentless. If the boar reaches 0 hit points, it is reduced to
1 hit point instead.

Nimble Escape. This gob-troll can take the Disengage or
Dash action as a bonus action on each of its turns, but
only to escape.

ACTIONS

ACTIONS

Greataxe. Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
target. Hits 13 (2d12+3) slashing damage.

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
target. Hit: (1d6 + 4) piercing damage.

Tusks. Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
target. Hit: 13 (2d8+3) slashing damage.

Claw. Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
target. Hit: (2d6 + 4) slashing damage.

Multiattack. The bugboar makes one attack with its
greataxe and one with its tusks.
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Multiattack. This kind of troll makes three attacks: one
with its bite and two with its claws.

Bugogres are not called that. These are just bigger
goblins. The Goblin King may be a ‘bugogre’. These
goblins are just referred to as toughies, brutes or bosses.
They appear and act like a big goblin.
The Brute or Toughy is a gobbery created by the
injection of ogre blood into goblin pups. Those that
survive have grown into larger goblins. They are very
similar to ogres but have goblin facial features and a
bit more agility than strength. Goblins find these larger
goblins to be more to their liking and will be near them
in raids and fights.
Due to their large size, the smaller goblins
instinctively use them to hide behind and will follow
along. This is definitely a survival technique but in
the heat of battle the lesser goblin will see the devious
advantage and strike from such a position whether with
blade, pike or arrow.
Of course if the toughies notice them, they’ll push
the goblins forward, placing them in front.
BRUTE, TOUGHY

Giant humanoid (goblin), chaotic evil

Armor Class 17 (scale parts & shield)
Hit Points 53 (7d10+14)
Speed 30 ft.
STR

DEX

CON

INT

16(+3) 10(+0) 14(+2) 12(+1)

WIS

CHA

8(-1)

10(+0)

Skills Senses darkvision 60ft, passive Perception 10
Languages Common, Goblin
Challenge 3 (700 XP)
Goblin support. A smaller goblin on either side can use
this larger ogre-goblin to hide behind, then attack the
same target with a sneak attack. If they succeed at hiding
versus a target’s passive perception, their sneak attack will
be with advantage and do an additional 1d6 damage.

ACTIONS

Multiattack. This brute makes two attacks with its heavy
club or one with a javelin throw.
Heavy Mace. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft.,
one target. Hit: 18 (2d8 + 3) bludgeoning damage.
Heavy Javelin. Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +6 to
hit, range 30/120 ft., one target. Hit: 15 (2d6 + 3) piercing
damage.
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Yee evil sorcerers
Acolytes n Sorcerers
A rare class in the goblin race considering their short
violent lives, yet it has being understood that more and
more can have spell casting traits, is the acolyte! These
will eventually serve sorcerers or powerful beings. They
will serve the goblin king using their enchanted spells to
make the goblins worship the boss or to gain importance
& power themselves.
Acolytes serve as liaisons between goblins and
whoever is the ultimate villainous master, serving a
sorcerer or evil priest. Goblin acolytes, while inferior
to human or other spellcasters, are surprisingly more
common in goblin ranks than scholars realize. Their
magical proclivities are born from innate goblin sorcery.
Most don’t see goblins as magical creatures. But from
ancient days they came from corrupted fey magic and
inherently have strong connections with the magical
realm.
Sorcerers that rely on goblinoids will have plenty
of expendable goblins around to test their evil
enchantments or take notice of those that could serve as
acolytes.
These goblins will only know a few spells that tend

GOBLIN ACOLYTE

Cantrips (at will): acid splash, fire bolt, minor illusion,
shocking grasp
1st level (2 slots+1 slot with sorcery points): expeditious
retreat plus 1 of these: burning hands, ray of sickness or
witch bolt

Small humanoid (goblin), neutral evil

Armor Class 12 (leather, robes)
Hit Points 8 (2d6+2)
Speed 30 ft.
STR

7(-2)

DEX

CON

14(+2) 12(+1)

INT

WIS

CHA

8(-1)

7(+2)

13(+1)

Skills Stealth +6
Senses darkvision 60ft, passive Perception 11
Challenge 1/2 (75 XP)
Nimble Escape. The goblin can take the Disengage or Hide
action as a bonus action on each of its turns.
Spellcasting. The acolyte is a 1st-level spell caster. Its
spellcasting ability is Charisma (spell save DC11, +3
to hit with spell attacks). The acolyte has the following
sorcerer spells.
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to cater to their devious and mischievous ways.
Expeditious Retreat is obviously an important one that
fits into the goblin psyche, which makes for great ongoing
adventure plots. These sorcerers or acolytes can continue
on as villains that low level characters may encounter
over and over. This will also add more to a far reaching
plot line. Who does this ever escaping acolyte serve?
Having experienced the powers and tactics of the party,
these recurring
villains
will
surely inform
their masters.
They
will
have some sort
of painful spell,
whether the Ray
of Sickness or
some other low
level attack. It
will usually be
of the poisonous
or
disease
ridden
kind.
And it would
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Goblin Wild Magic Surge. Every time the sorcerer casts a
spell, it can unleash untamed magic. It rolls a second d20
and if it rolls a 1-4, roll on the Wild Magic Surge table to
create a random magical effect.
Tides of Chaos. The goblins are always anxious for
success and will use this advantage roll to their spell
attack on the first round. It also increases the chance for
a Goblin Wild Magic Surge on following castings at the
DMs discretion.

ACTIONS

Dagger. Melee Weapon Attack: +2 to hit, reach 5ft.
or range 20/60ft., one target. Hit: 4 (1d4+2) piercing
damage.

not behoove the DM to add variety or original spells
of the same power to their wild magic.
Acolytes will serve in raids and will not be the
leader. They tend to advise, spy on the other goblins
for their master, and strike painful spells when
the opportunity permits. They will not hesitate to
escape before the battle is lost to let their masters
know what is amiss.
Sorcerers will have more lead roles and are very
manipulative. Some outright control their goblin
kings. If they are in a raiding party or any group,
they will probably be the leader with many brute
guards. They will have orders from powerful beings
or have their own agenda, whether to pillage or seek
out specific goals. They will surely have one or
more acolytes as servants and casters.
In battle, they know to direct their goblins to
harass any party while they remain in the back and
cast spells. These sorcerers use many lesser slave
goblins to haul around their belongings. Those
‘belongings’ being poisonous jars or pots of acid.
They will not hesitate to have their servants hurl
these.

GOBLIN SORCERER

Armor Class 12 (leather, robes)
Hit Points 31 (7d6+7)
Speed 30 ft.

7(-2)

DEX

CON

INT

14(+2) 12(+1) 10(+0)

When a goblin does transfix
on their inner magic, it is very
uncontrollable. Their sorcery
feels more like innate spell
casting and can be as varied as
the goblins.
When a goblin who channels
sorcery utilizes this magic,
their wild surge is much more
common. When rolling a
d20, on a result of 1-4, their
untamed magic is unleashed.
There is a Goblin Wild Magic
Table included at the back of
this tome.

1st level (4 slots): charm person, expeditious retreat, ray of
sickness, sleep
2nd level (3 slots): hold person
3rd level (2 slots): fear

Small humanoid (goblin), neutral evil

STR

Goblin Wild Magic Surge

WIS

CHA

8(-1)

14(+2)

Skills Stealth +6
Senses darkvision 60ft, passive Perception 9
Challenge 2 (450 XP)
Nimble Escape. The goblin can take the Disengage or Hide
action as a bonus action on each of its turns.
Spellcasting. The sorcerer is a 5th-level spell caster. Its
spellcasting ability is Charisma (spell save DC13, +5 to hit
with spell attacks). The sorcerer has the following sorcerer
spells.
Cantrips (at will): friends, firebolt, mending, minor
illusion, shocking grasp

5 Socerery Points:
Empowered Spell (1 pt): reroll spell damage dice upto 2,
use new roll.
Quickened Spell: (2 pts): action spells are bonus action.
Goblin Wild Magic Surge. Every time the sorcerer casts a
spell, it can unleash untamed magic. It rolls a second d20
and if it rolls a 1-4, roll on the Goblin Wild Magic Surge
table to create a random magical effect.
Tides of Chaos. The goblins are always anxious for
success and will use this advantage roll to their spell
attack on the first round. It also increases the chance for
a Goblin Wild Magic Surge on following castings at the
DMs discretion.

ACTIONS

Dagger. Melee Weapon Attack: +2 to hit, reach 5ft.
or range 20/60ft., one target. Hit: 4 (1d4+2) piercing
damage.
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ogre shaman
A rare giant, the shaman ogre has inherent magical
abilities that formed through a natural desire to learn
and control the elements around it. It also has a long life
through the slow process of trial and error, inheritance
by previous shamans and survivability it has gained
using these innate abilities.
To comprehend and note a few of its dark innate
magic qualities an attempt to categorize and identify its
known abilities have been presented.
Ogres are also naturally dirty and tend to gravitate
toward dark magical powers that are more earthly
and in the mud. They harvest foul growths and decay.
They sense some sort of magic or poisonous power in
everything foul. They mix, stew and concoct similar to
hags. However theirs tend to be more to consume as
empowering grub than some drawn out deception.
These ogres like to get in to a fight but will cast
trapping spells to slow an enemy, then toss claypots
as they approach filled with effects from Foul Things.
Unafraid of their contents they will rush in and begin
bashing with their bonestaff.

OGRE SHAMAN

1st level (4 slots): create/destroy water, bane, entangle
2nd level (3 slots): barkskin, spike growth
3rd level (3 slots): plant growth

Large giant chaotic evil

Armor Class 12 (hides, robes)
Hit Points 68 (9d10+18)
Speed 40 ft.
STR

DEX

CON

19(+4) 14(+2) 14(+2)

ACTIONS
INT

WIS

CHA

5(-3)

12(+1)

7(-2)

Senses darkvision 60ft, passive Perception 8
Languges Goblin, Giant
Challenge 4 (1,100 XP)
Spellcasting. The shaman is a 6th-level spell caster. Its
spellcasting ability is Wisdom (spell save DC12, +3 to hit
with spell attacks). The shaman has the following shaman
spells.
Cantrips (at will): druidcraft, guidance, mending
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Multiattack. The shaman makes two melee attacks or
one ranged attack.
Bonestaff. Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 5ft., one
target. Hit: 14 (2d8+5) bludgeoning damage.
Throw Foul Container. Ranged Weapon Attack: +7 to hit,
range 40/80ft., one target. Hit: 7 (1d6+4) plus see skill
below for results of what’s in the container.
Foul Things Enlarged. They will have various pots,
sacks and cages that are larger than normal. Double the
number of swarms that attack, consider increasing the
DC, area effect, and amount that spew forth.

hagsie
These goblinoid witches come from the female goblin
kind. Females are horribly subjugated, most are forced
to breed and raise pups. They are generally weaker and
smaller in size and imprisoned in the breeding areas. But
on rare occasions one will prove her worth, finding ways
to craft foul poisons, killing any who hinder her. She will
then gain power to take over an area and become a true
hag that all goblins fear.
Hagsies tend to be rebellious
and fractious, separating themselves
from the other goblins and working
diligently on their own concoctions
and brews.
The Goblin King values hags hard
work in brewing poisons for his archers
and goblin raiders. Very few goblins
bother her and any that try to steal her
ingredients as a meal tend to die from
a vicious poison.
Hagsies rooms are filled with a foul
toxic air and hard to remain in. She
has all manner of small creatures and
HAGSIE

Spellcasting. The hagsie is a 5th-level spell caster.
Its spellcasting ability is Wisdom (spell save DC13, +5 to
hit with spell attacks). The hagsie has the following druid
spells.

Small humanoid (goblin), neutral evil

Armor Class 12 (leather, robes)
Hit Points 31 (7d6+7)
Speed 30 ft.
STR

7(-2)

DEX

CON

INT

critters mostly dead. But she will have a few swarms in
pots and cages she could unleash and is ever ready to
conjure more to attack.
If a fight is not going her way, she uses all her powers
to escape to the Troll’s Pond then uses her Wild Shape
and turn into a crocodile to swim to its deepest part.
Hagsie lairs will have many foul ingredients and
some interesting poisons. Even some powerful ones
she has saved up for her own use. Check Foul
Things for what critters & foul things she may
have ready to unleash.
Some ingredients may help increase the
strength of warlock, druid or sorcerer spells,
which she will most certainly use herself.
These are called vile components. Several
variations are in the Treasure Tables. These
are merely components that can enhance the
casting of spells and vary in what they do just
as components.
They can be like sorcery points or add
+1 to attacks, DC, the spell level, HD, area,
duration, etc...

WIS

14(+2) 12(+1) 10(+0) 14(+2)

CHA

8(-1)

Senses darkvision 60ft, passive Perception 12
Languges Goblin, Common
Challenge 2 (450 XP)
Nimble Escape. The goblin can take the Disengage or Hide
action as a bonus action on each of its turns.
Change Shape (Recharges after a Short or Long
Rest). The hag magically polymorphs into a crocodile,
remaining in that form for up to 2 hours. It can revert to
its true form as a bonus action. Its statistics, other than its
size, are the same in each form. It reverts to its true form
if it dies.

Cantrips (at will): druidcraft, guidance, poison spray, thorn
whip
1st level (4 slots): expeditious retreat, entangle, ray of
sickness
2nd level (3 slots): hold person, spike growth
3rd level (2 slots): conjure animals, fear

ACTIONS

Dagger. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5ft.
or range 20/60ft., one target. Hit: 4 (1d4+1) piercing
damage, and the target must make a DC 12 Constitution
saving throw, taking 12 (4d6) poison damage on a failed
save, or half as much damage on a successful one.
Toxic air. If the hagsie is in the rooms of her lair, the air is
toxic to anyone else. As soon as anyone enters they must
make a DC 12 Constitution saving throw or roll a d4 and
subtract the number rolled from all attack roll and saving
throws until one clears the rooms and takes a short rest.
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The Conjurer
This special class of goblin has become a conduit
for demon summoning. Once an acolyte sorcerer who
hears the far away voice of a powerful demon. They are
able to focus their innate casting to form a bond with
this fiend and show that they are destined to
bring forth demons for goblin glory.
These warlocks perform the summoning
ritual and rile up the mobs of goblins to
sacrifice themselves as they attack the demon.
It is an incredible site to behold if the heroes
ever get a chance! The mob of goblins, frenzied
and enthralled by the warlock literally leap to
their death as they attack the greater demon
to take it down.
Sorcerers wait anxiously in a magic circle
until the demon is defeated, they then rush
out to harvest the blood and bile for their
transmogrifying experiments.

GOBLIN Conjurer

Armor Class 12 (leather, robes)
Hit Points 55 (10d8+10)
Speed 30 ft.
DEX

7(-2)

CON

INT

12(+1) 12(+1) 10(+0)

WIS

CHA

14(+2) 16(+3)

Skills Stealth +6
Senses darkvision 60ft, passive Perception 9
Challenge 5 (1,800 XP)
Nimble Escape. The goblin can take the Disengage or Hide
action as a bonus action on each of its turns.
Pact of the Tome. Always carries a Book of Shadows and
can cast 3 additional cantrips.
Fiend Patron. This conjurer uses the power & knowledge
of a greater fiend to bring forth demonic powers into this
world.
Dark One’s Blessing. If the conjurer kills anyone, they
gain temporary hit points equal to the Charisma modifier
+ level (13).
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Outside the Blud Ritual, the warlock
spends much time seeking visions and
gaining knowledge of demons and demonic
powers. The warlock will meditate with its
tome that will undoubtedly be filled with
demonology and if legible, the name of a
demon or two!

Dark One’s Own Luck. The conjurer can make one ability
check or saving throw adding a d10. It can be used after
a roll is made but the result is not yet known. It recharges
after a short or long rest.

Small humanoid (goblin), neutral evil

STR

For the surviving goblins it isn’t over yet, they
rush to be one of the chosen injected with this demon
toxin. They are seduced into thinking they will become
that powerful bugblud that leads the other demons in
the raids. Indeed a very few do become
powerful.
They will also fight and kill each other
to reach the laboratory and leap upon the
bed to be quickly shackled and begin the
dangerous process.
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Fiendish Resilience. The warlock chooses one damage
type it has resistance to when it finishes a short or long
rest. It does not affect magical or silver weapons.
Spellcasting. The conjurer is a 10th-level spell caster. Its
spellcasting ability is Charisma (spell save DC15, +7 to
hit with spell attacks). The conjurer has the following
warlock spells. 10 known spells.
Cantrips 4+3 (at will): blade ward, eldritch blast, minor
illusion, poison spray, + vicious mockery, thaumaturgy,
mending
1st level-5th level (2 5th-level slots): summon greater
demon*, summer lesser demons*, contact other plane,
dream, scrying, hold monster, banishment, dimension door,
magic circle, enthrall
*spell is in Xanathar’s

ACTIONS

Dagger. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5ft. or
range 20/60ft., one target. Hit: 4 (1d4+1) piercing damage.

the transmogrifier
The sorcerers take on the
roll of transmogrifiers.
Their spells are less
about killing than they
are about capturing and
transmogrifying. A few
lesser sorcerers focus on
gobbery in the tunnels,
experimenting on goblins
using bear, boar, giant
and troll blood to create
buggeries.
In the temple area, the
most powerful sorcerers
and their acolytes practice
the experiments using
demon blood and bile.
Here is the most frightful
and crazed attempts
at creating powerful
GOBLIN Transmogrifier, Sorcerer

Spellcasting. The sorcerer is a 9th-level spell caster. Its
spellcasting ability is Charisma (spell save DC14, +6 to
hit with spell attacks). The sorcerer has the following
sorcerer spells.

Small humanoid (goblin), neutral evil

Armor Class 12 (leather, robes)
Hit Points 48 (9d6+9)
Speed 30 ft.
STR

7(-2)

DEX

CON

INT

14(+2) 12(+1) 10(+0)

transmogrified bugbluds.
It is a very dangerous occupation but one all
goblin sorcerers aspire to do. Witnessing a goblin
transmogrified successfully into a greater goblin kind, a
bugblud gives sorcerers a frenzied violent joy. Most tries
at injecting the components are fatal and/or abhorrent
failures but when one is successful and a bugblud is
born, the sorcerers wail out in maniacal glee.
These sorcerers spend their time preparing their
laboratory, their dirty needles, and watch over the
bugbluds imprisoned in the iron maidens or cages.
Not all die outright, some become wretched
creatures, demonic crazed things, especially if the
bugblud kills a few acolytes before they realize it can’t be
controlled. The sorcerers lock these up in iron maidens
keeping them around to torture or experiment more on.
A failed bugblud will not be capable of fighting. So
discovering the varied surviving ones in cages or iron
maidens will be a vile, wretched experience.

WIS

CHA

8(-1)

15(+2)

Skills Stealth +6
Senses darkvision 60ft, passive Perception 9
Challenge 5 (1,800 XP)
Nimble Escape. The goblin can take the Disengage or Hide
action as a bonus action on each of its turns.
Goblin Wild Magic Surge. Every time the sorcerer casts a
spell, it can unleash untamed magic. It rolls a second d20
and if it rolls a 1-4, roll on the Goblin Wild Magic Surge
table to create a random magical effect.
Tides of Chaos. The sorcerer can gain advantage on one
attack roll, ability check, or saving throw per long rest.
This also increases the chance of a Wild Magic Surge,
determined by the DM.

Cantrips 5 (at will): blade ward, firebolt, mage hand,
mending, poison spray
1st level (4 slots): charm person, sleep
2nd level (3 slots): blindness/deafness, hold person
3rd level (3 slots): haste, slow
4th level (3 slots): dominate beast, polymorph
5th level (1 slot): dominate person, hold monster
9 Sorcery Points:
Extended Spell (1 pt): spell durations are doubled to a
maximum of 24 hours.
Heightened Spell: (3 pts): target has disadvantage to save
against this spell.

ACTIONS

Spearstaff. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5ft.,
one target. Hit: 1 (1d6-2) piercing damage plus the target
must make a DC15 Constitution saving throw versus
poison or be paralyzed for 1 min. The creature can repeat
the saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending
the effect on itself on a success.
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gobbery n Bugbluds
Gobbery, is the goblin trait of strength. The most
And as these have become so successful it merely
common is the bugbear, transmogrified from bear and fuels the growth of next seasons pups to craft a new set
boar blood. Many young goblins or pups are sacrificed of bugblud fighters. The Blud Ritual continues!
for, so that a few may survive the process to mutate into
bugbears and stronger.
The ancient seed of bugbears have gone on to be
BUGBLUD, With blade & shield or battle axe
their own unique species, but goblins who are able to
Humanoid (goblin), neutral evil
fortify and build hidden lairs are able to experiment and
begin this process anew.
Armor Class 16 (splint mail & shield) or 14 (splint)
At the Goblin Fortress, they have stumbled upon
Hit Points 75 (10d8+30)
Speed 35 ft.
the opportunity of injecting more powerful blood and
bile samples into pups to create far more dangerous
STR
DEX
CON
INT
WIS
CHA
buggeries they call bugbluds.
18(+4) 15(+2) 16(+3) 10(+0) 10(+0) 14(+2)
These are capable of even greater strengths and
abilities. The Goblin King and sorcerers have now
Saving Throws Str +7, Dex +5, Con +6
taken it upon themselves to continue these experiments
Skills Athletics +8, Intimidation +5, Stealth +5
to create powerful goblins that will enrich the Goblin
Senses truesight 40 ft. passive Perception 14
Fortresse and the desire for conquest and treasures!
Challenge 5 (1,800 XP)
Characteristics of all demonic infused bugbluds.
•
•
•

•

They can see in magical darkness, and have advantage
to perception rolls versus invisible.
All have magical resistance to spells, including
charm, fear, and also poions.
‘Healthier’ bugbluds generally don’t live long, but
the vile, wretched ones have surpassed a few years
already and do not follow the short life span of the
warrior types.
They are not affected by magic circles or anything
that affects fiends magically but they may hesitate or
be thrown off by those effects, like losing one turn or
not acting until attacked.

The Bugblud is the ultimate goblin warrior. It has
innate intelligence, aggressiveness and tends to lead
the other goblins to victory. With such power running
through a goblin’s veins, they don’t live very long. After
only a few seasons, if they are not killed, they fall dead
with some unknown cause or reason. This comes as a
gratifying relief to the Goblin King who fears one might
overthrow his reign. He and the sorcerers entice these
powerful goblins on to glorious acts of raiding and
conquest while they last.
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Aggressive Maneuvers. It always gets Disengage. And
as a bonus action, the bugblud can move up to its speed
toward a hostile creature that it can see.
Magic Resistance. Bugbluds have advantage on saving
throws against spells and other magical effects.
ACTIONS
Multiattack. The bugblud makes three attacks: first
with its shield or handle bash, then two gruesome
blade attacks. It desires to knock its target prone to gain
advantage with its attacks.
Shield or Pole Bash. Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit,
reach 5 ft., one creature. Hit: 9 (2d4 + 4) bludgeoning
damage. If the target is a medium or smaller creature, it
must succeed on a DC 15 Strength saving throw or be
knocked prone.
Heavy Blade or Battle Axe. Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to
hit, reach 5ft., one target. Hit: 8 (1d8+4) or 10 (1d12+4)
slashing damage. In the bugblud’s hands this blade does a
critical on a roll of a 19 or 20.
REACTIONS
					
Vicious attack. If any creature falls prone within 10 feet
of the bugblud it gets a free attack with advantage. This
does not include its own shield bash attack.

The Sneakers are more agile and sleek variants of the warrior types. They
become assassins and bogys in the night. These types do not lead raiding mobs
but will sneak ahead of them spreading terror, unlocking gates, and murdering
innocents in the night.

BUGBLUD, Sneaker

ACTIONS
Multiattack. The Sneaker makes a flurry of attacks with
its poisonous blades. This one roll represents that.

Humanoid (goblin), neutral evil

Armor Class 14 (skin)
Hit Points 65 (10d8+20)
Speed 35 ft.
STR

DEX

CON

INT

15(+2) 18(+4) 14(+2) 10(+0)

WIS

CHA

10(+0) 14(+2)

Saving Throws Dex +7, Con +6, Str +5
Skills Perception +6, Athletics +6, Stealth +8
Senses truesight 40 ft. passive Perception 14
Challenge 5 (1,800 XP)
Aggressive Nimbleness. Sneakers can take the Disengage,
Hide, or Dash action as a bonus action on each of its
turns.
Magic Resistance. Sneakers have advantage on saving
throws against spells and other magical effects.
Additionally if it is a Dexterity save it gets +1 to both
advantage rolls.
Surprise attack. If the Sneaker surprises a creature and
hits it with an attack during the first round of combat, the
target takes an extra 8 (4d4) damage from the attack.
Sneaky. Sneakers get advantage to perception and stealth
rolls.

Devious Blades. Melee Weapon Attacks: +9 to hit,
reach 5ft., one target. Hit: 9 (2d4+4) slashing and
piercing damage and the target must succeed on a DC16
Constitution saving throw or take one of the poisonous
effects below.
REACTIONS
					
Poison Array. Each successful strike and failed save will
have one of the following poison effects.
Poison Chart, d6
1. Take 13 (4d6) poison damage.
2. Be paralyzed for 1 minute. Target may attempt a
saving throw at the end of each of its turns.
3. Venom causes one to collapse unconscious. The
victim can be awoken if it takes damage.
4. One glows, all attacks get advantage upon target for 1
min.
5. Stiffened, the target can only do 1 action or maneuver
per turn. And may attempt a save at the end of each
turn for 1 min.
6. On fire for 1 min, each round the target takes 1d6
damage. It is a chemical fire and requires 2 rounds of
fully smothering to end.
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The Bigg Blud or Wretched One is a strange
anomaly. The acolytes argue whether it was a lost goblin
or a failed bugblud that escaped their mealtime. In all
the chaos, violence and experiments the sorcerers have
done, they are not sure if it is one they created or a goblin
that fell with the myriad of other goblin during the Blud
Ritual.
Perhaps it survived and viciously killed and ate other
fallen goblins and the foul things that live amongst the
muck. Obviously it acquired fallen demon blood for it
has festered and grown into an abhorrent bugblud.
This crazed Wretched One lives in a cave opposite
the Vile One. Due to its demon infused blood and odd
disposition it has survived quite awhile and grown to
great proportions. The sorcerers leave it alone, knowing
it is the inevitable result of violence & mayhem that is
the Blud Ritual.

The Vile One is known by the sorcerers. This bugblud
mess of mutations and growths was so foul the sorcerers
tried to kill it. It was able to escape and has festered and
grown to be a large monstrosity. It bides its time in a
cavernous water-well ever feeding off the Blud Ritual
corpses and all the foul denizens that scavenge the
carnage.
It has fought the Wretched One for meals and
territory but neither has bested the other. The Vile One
prefers squirming about after the mayhem of the Blud
Ritual and the Bigg Blud leaves satiated. As the larva
and carrion crawlers fatten up it then crawls forth and
hunts them down.
It is trying to decide what to do next, for its mind is
filled with demonic horrors.
It could be persuaded to crawl and ooze ever upward
to seek its revenge on the sorcerers or encouraged to slip
down into the Underdark to begin a new story in its vile
life. -- After it tries to eat an adventurer of course.

BIGG BLUD, The Wretched One

Great claws. Melee Weapon Attack: +8 to hit, reach 10 ft.,
one target. Hits 17 (3d8+5) slashing damage.

Armor Class 13 (natural armor)
Hit Points 161 (14d12+70)
Speed 40 ft.

Mudsling. Ranged Weapon Attack: +8 to hit, range 30’
cone. Hit: 10 (1d10+5) bludgeoning damage. Each target
must make a DC 16 Dexterity check or succumb to thick
mud. It is restrained until it can wash the mud off or
attempt a DC 16 Strength check at the end of each of its
turns to free oneself.

Huge humanoid (goblin-giant), evil

STR

DEX

CON

21(+5) 12(+1) 20(+5)

INT

WIS

CHA

7(-2)

8(-1)

6(-2)

Damage Resistance bludgeoning, piercing, and slashing
from non magical weapons
Skills Stealth +6 (advantage in mud)
Senses truevision 60ft, passive Perception 12
Challenge 10 (5,900 XP)
Mud, Filth, Stench. It’s used to the mud and filth and uses
it in its attacks, hiding, movement and digestion. Anyone
within 30 feet must make a DC 16 Constitution saving
throw or be at -1d4 to attacks and saving throws. Each
may attempt to re-save at the end of each of their turns.
Magic Resistance. The wretched one has advantage on
saving throws against spells and other magical effects.

ACTIONS

Multiattack. The giant makes two great claw attacks or
one ranged attack.
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Squash (conditional). If a target is restrained in mud,
the wretched one can spend one turn to leap upon them
within 30ft. This squashes them deeper into the filth and
mud. The target must make a DC 18 Strength saving
throw at disadvantage or be engulfed in mud. If it fails, it
is buried and immobile suffocating 1d12 hits per round.
A DC 20 Strength roll at disadvantage can be attempted
at the end of each turn to push out. If freed, one level of
exhaustion is applied.

LEGENDARY ACTIONS

The wretched one can take 3 legendary actions, choosing
from the options below. Only one legendary action option
can be used at a time and only at the end of another
creature’s turn . The wretched one regains spent legendary
actions at the start of its turn.
Great claw. It can take one claw attack on a target.
Mudsling. (Cost of 2 actions) It can use mudsling.
Squash. (Cost of 3 actions) It can use squash.

VILE ONE

ACTIONS
Multiattack. The vile one makes two tentacle attacks.
If the prey is within 5 ft. it will make an additional bite
attack.

Huge monstrosity (bugblud), neutral evil

Armor Class 16 (thick mucous hide)
Hit Points 133 (14d10+56)
Speed 10 ft., swim 40 ft.
STR

DEX

CON

INT

20(+5) 14(+2) 18(+4) 16(+3)

WIS

CHA

13(+1)

9(-1)

Saving Throws Con +8, Int +7, Wis +5
Damage Resistance acid, cold, fire, bludgeoning,
piercing, and slashing from non magical weapons
Skills Survival +6, Stealth +6
Senses truevision 120 ft. passive Perception 16
Languages Goblin, broken common
Challenge 10 (5,900 XP)
Amphibious. The vile one can breathe air and water.
Mucous skin. It has ever oozing skin that gives it
resistance to many attacks as shown above, as long as it is
partially in water or mud.
Vileness. Any creature that can smell within 30 ft. must
succeed on a DC 16 Constitution saving throw or become
weak, having disadvantage to all attacks and saving
throws.
Magic Resistance. The vile one has advantage on saving
throws against spells and other magical effects.
Tentacles. It has 2d8 large tentacles (AC20; 14 hit points).

Tentacle. Melee Weapon Attack: +9 to hit, reach 60
ft., one target. The target is grappled (escape DC 16).
Until the grapple ends, the target is restrained and has
disadvantage on Strength checks and Strength saving
throws. The wretched one can’t use the same tentacle on
another target.
Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +9 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
target. Hit: 21 (3d10 +6) piercing damage plus it is
diseased.
Reel. The vile one pulls each creature grappled up to 15
feet straight toward it as a bonus action.
LEGENDARY ACTIONS
The vile one can take 3 legendary actions, choosing from
the options below. Only one legendary action option can
be used at a time and only at the end of another creature’s
turn . The vile one regains spent legendary actions at the
start of its turn.
Vile splash. It slaps foul water & excrement in a 15 ft
cone. All within must save versus a DC 15 Dexterity. On
a fail, fall prone & be blinded. It takes 2 manuevers to
recover & clear the mud from one’s eyes.
Tentacle. The vile one makes a tentacle attack.
Fleeing flurry. (Cost 3 actions) It can slap the water and
mud as a vile splash 10 ft. around itself, disengaging &
fleeing 60 ft. throughout its lair.
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Goblin king, weak n strong
These large bloated goblins are leaders of greater
goblin realms. They will never be spotted or met outside
a great goblin kingdom and generally sit or recline
upon a luxurious bed of furs and skins. They will most
undoubtedly be surrounded by brutes and guards along
with a large contingent of slave and warrior goblins.
And don’t forget their bestial pets! The largest and most
ornery of beasts.
Their lair or spread of tunnels and rooms will have
traps and caged beasts ready to be unleashed.
Goblin Kings, oddly enough, have some of the best
information pertaining to the lands above or below that
surround their kingdom. The myriad of goblins within
his kingdom, doing their various roles, escaping captors
or torturing victims for information will have given the
Goblin King tale after tale to amuse his constant need
for stories and gossip.
King Goblins love to boast of their knowledge to
any, especially captives, prisoners, and newly captured
slaves. They can be a wealth of information, but will not
readily give that information up unless they know they
have the upper hand upon any visitors. However, being
defeated, severely wounded, all bodyguards eradicated,
is also a good way to get lots of valuable information
from a Goblin King!
Two kings are represented here. The big tough brute
and the measly puppet king. The tough one is probably
GOBLIN KING weakling

Small humanoid (goblin), chaotic evil

Armor Class 14 (robes, metal pieces)
Hit Points 17 (6d6-4)
Speed 30 ft.
STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

9(-1)

10(+0)

8 (-1)

10(+0)

8(-1)

12(+1)

Skills Senses darkvision 60ft, passive Perception 9
Languages Common, Goblin
Challenge 1 (200 XP)
Nimble Escape. The goblin can take the Disengage or Hide
action as a bonus action on each of its turns.
Whining. Any one within 30 feet that can hear this
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the gobbery result of injecting ogre blood into a pup.
Then over many seasons of growth and victories,
especially over the previous goblin king, this gobbery
has laid claim to the throne. These bigger tougher ones,
with a bit of cunning and luck, can become king.
Unless -- devious sorcerers decided to take over
and plop a weakling on the throne as their puppet. This
weakling will have a few guards but not as much or
as loyal as a toughy. The sorcerers will not necessarily
care to protect their puppet except with some acolytes
who escape to come down to their bowels of the temple
and warn them of any invaders.
It may be that the
acolytes
protect
and
empower the weakling
king against any toughy
challengers and advise, nay
command, the weakling in
whatever the sorcerers bid.
What the sorcerers want is
a steady stream of goblin
pups to experiment on
plus the duly needed food
supplies and plenty of loot
to rummage through for
their studies -- of course.

Goblin King must succeed on a DC 14 Charisma save or
be enthralled by the sappy sad whining before them. If
they fail, they will be at disadvantage to all skill checks,
initiative and attacks. They may attempt a new save once
per turn upon taking any damage.
Also, any goblins sneaking or casting spells nearby will
have advantage to do so without the enthralled noticing.
This pissant king may do this once per short or long rest.

ACTIONS

Scimitar. Melee Weapon Attack: +1 to hit, reach 5ft., one
target. Hit: 3 (1d8 -1) slashing damage.

REACTIONS					

Yelping. Whenever this ‘king’ is attacked or receives
damage it yelps and cries with a high-pitched screeching.
Any non-goblin must succeed on a DC 14 Charisma or
lose their next turn of action, stunned at such cowardice.

GOBLIN KING strong

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Large humanoid (goblin), chaotic evil

Armor Class 16 (scale parts & shield)
Hit Points 75 (10d10+40)
Speed 30 ft.
STR

DEX

CON

INT

18(+4) 10(+0) 18(+4) 12(+1)

WIS

CHA

8(-1)

10(+0)

Skills Senses darkvision 60ft, passive Perception 10
Languages Common, Goblin
Challenge 5 (1,800 XP)
Rotund. They are susceptible to reeling and falling on
an attack roll of 6 or less. Anyone within 5 feet, large or
smaller and unable to jump out of the way, must roll a
DC 14 Dexterity saving throw. If they fail they take 1d8
bludgeon damage and fall prone. The Goblin King will
take 1 turn to get back up and if any goblins are within 10
ft., they will surround the King to aid him and take any
attacks.
Treasure Horde. It has access to magical items. Roll d8!
1. +1 melee weapon
2. +1 melee weapon, +1 throwing spear

+1 throwing spear, 4d8 healing potion
+1 armour pieces, damage resistance potion
+1 armour pieces, +1 melee weapon
+2 melee weapon, damage resistance potion
+2 melee weapon, 4d8 healing potion
+2 melee weapon, 4d8 healing potion, damage
resistance potion, +1 armour pieces

ACTIONS

Multiattack. The goblin makes two attacks with its heavy
scimitar or one object thrown. The second attack has
disadvantage.
Heavy Scimitar. Melee Weapon Attack: +8 to hit, reach 10
ft., one target. Hit: 19 (3d10 + 4) slashing damage.
Heavy Object. Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +6 to hit,
reach 10 ft. or range 30/60ft., one target. Hit: 16 (3d8 + 4)
piercing damage. If he has the spear, +1 to attack/damage.

REACTIONS					
Redirect Attack. When a creature the goblin can see
targets it with an attack, the goblin chooses another
goblin within 5 feet of it. The King places the chosen
goblin before him as the target and he steps back 5 feet.

The big dire boar is the strong Goblin King’s pet and
guard. It roams the perimeter of the keep. It’s listing is
posted in Additional Beasts section.
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The ancient one and its hallow
The Ancient One is something like a lich, but
different! It is a dead powerful dwarven cleric whose
tomb and mausoleum have been corrupted by vile
goblins. In its sleeping anger, a greater demon was able
to sense and infiltrate its vexing spirit. This is also the
demonic connection that the goblin sorcerers feel as
they progress in their wild magic learnings.
The cleric, in its stubborn arrogance has become
maligned as it struggles with the demon for this burial
conduit. Both, feeding off of evil energies have become a
symbiotic-like lich, haunting each other and this place.
It has become enthralled by the goblin rituals
and demon summoning. The dwarf-demon spends
its awakened time scrying on the gobs in the temple,
tunnels and fortress. It delights that the temple grounds
has become this melding of crazed goblins and demons,
to create more perfect grotesque and vile creations.
THE ANCIENT ONE

Spellcasting. The cleric is a 15th-level spell caster. Its
spellcasting ability is Wisdom (spell save DC19, +9 to hit
with spell attacks). The cleric has the following evil spells.

Dwarven & Demonic, dual evil

Armor Class 19 (rotted plate)
Hit Points 165 (22d10+44)
Speed 20 ft. fly 30ft.
STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

16(+2)

7(-2)

15(+3)

9(+0)

18(+4)

8(-2)

Skills stealth (flying in darkness) +6
Senses truevision 120ft, passive Perception 12
Challenge 17 (18,000 XP)
Channel Divinity. Aura of Bane. Everyone in the Ancient’s
lair or hallow must make a Constitution save or be at
-1d4 to attacks and saves. They may attempt a save at the
end of each of their turns at disadvantage to end the bane.
Divine Intervention. Calls upon a greater demon. This
greater demon senses its own demonic possession and
will give it one Legendary Resistance per long rest.
Strike of Fear. Once on each turn, it can add 2d8 necrotic
damage to a strike.
Dual spirits. They can concentrate on two spells at once,
each having a separate saving throw if tested.
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It will be aware of any intruders as it uses various
divination spells but will not act against them unless
they come into the Ancient’s Hallow or tomb room.
This is where it is trapped, imprisoned, entombed -anchored to the mortal world.
It allows the goblin acolytes and sorcerers entry,
sending them dark demonic messages to ever encourage
and enlighten them on demon names to summon,
torture and kill.
Its demonic nature desire more demons and
destruction, its misaligned duel personality blurs the
lines of demon lusts and dwarven stubbornness. Both
are imprisoned in this crazed corporeal being as it
scuttles about the Hallow babbling and arguing with
itself.
The demon wants more violence and blood, and
to see its own demon enemies die wretchedly in the
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Cantrips (at will): Eldritch Blast, Message, Minor Illusion,
Poison Spray (necrotic), Vicious Mockery
1st level (4 slots): Alarm, Bane, Command, Detect Evil
and Good, Protection from Evil and Good, Unseen
Servant
2nd level (3 slots): Darkness, Detect Thoughts, Mirror
Image
3rd level (3 slots): Spirit Guardians (necrotic), Fireball
(necrotic blast)
4th level (3 slots): Banishment, Evard’s Black Tentacles
5th level (2 slots): Scrying, Antilife shell
6th level (1 slots): Insect Plague (necrotic)
7th level (1 slots): Fire Storm (necrotic fumes)
8th level (1 slots): Feeblemind

ACTIONS

Decrepit Hammer. Melee Weapon Attack: +9 to hit, reach
5ft., one target. Hit: 1 (1d10+2) bludgeoning damage plus
the target must make a DC 15 Constitution saving throw
versus paralysis or be paralyzed for 1 min. The creature
can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its turns,
ending the effect on itself on a success. Once one saves,
they do not have to save again.

above 3rd level can permeate this darkness to its
range, but it can not dispel it. The Ancient One
will avoid the light but will be considered in full
cover and darkness! Only the banishment of the
Ancient to its tomb or killing it and destroying
the tomb can end the Hallow’s magical powers.
Play out the darkness & Hidden Symbols below
for results before it attacks.
2.
The lair gives the Ancient or anyone a
resistance to an element. This element is chosen
by the Ancient based on what it has scried the
intruders use most effectively.
3.
Everyone within must save versus
its Wisdom DC or they will be vulnerable to
necrotic damage.
4.
Note: all spells have a necrotic flair and
effect to them. Remember it can concentrate on
two spells at once.
5.
Defenses: Spirit Guardian, Mirror Image,
if there’s a powerful melee fighter: Antilife Shell,
Evard’s Black Tentacles
6.
Attacks: Feeblemind, Fire Storm, Insect
Plague, Banishment, Fire ball
Hidden Symbols
The Ancient One has cast the Symbol spell on
each ancient draconian tooth. Each symbol
will only reveal itself when the Ancient chooses
to shroud the Hallow in total darkness. The
symbols will then have a feint glow. Anyone that
material plane, forced to return back as larva to its
own. The ancient dwarf cleric mumbles things must approaches within 5 feet to examine one will trigger
be “controlled, in order, logged, written, collected, kept the glyph. Consult the Symbol spell in the Player’s
secret.” They have been spiritually locked together for Handbook for more info but below is a simple version
of each effect.
hundreds of years.		
Roll d8 to determine the effect .
1. Death, Con save, 10d10 necrotic or half
First, as it remains hidden in the Tomb room, it 2. Discord, Con save, 1 min cantankerous, disadv to
attack rolls and ability checks.
will message the most able intruder, to amuse and gain
3.
Fear,
Wis save or Frightened 1 min. Must drop what
insight of the World about. When it finds no more use in
is holding and move 30 ft away each turn.
them, it will enter the Hallow and begin its attacks.
The Ancient has cast unholy Hallow spells and 4. Hopelessness, Cha save, 1 min, can’t harm anyone
with actions.
incantations upon the creepy cavern. It has done this
for several hundred years, whether purposely or by its 5. Insanity, Int save, DM controls erratic behavior.
6. Pain, Con sav, or Incapacitated for 1min.
insane disposition and dark foreboding tendencies.
7. Sleep, Wis save, or Unconscious for 10 min or if
•
damage or use an action to wake.
1. On its first turn, it will shroud the entire Hallow
8.
Stunning
Wis save or Stunned for 1 min.
in complete magical darkness (except for a feint
glow on the symbols). Only Daylight or Light cast

The Ancient’s Hallow Lair & Tactics
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additional beasts
For Hill Giant Juveniles use the Ogre stats.

HILL GIANT FEMALE
Huge humanoid (giant), evil

DIRE BOAR, KING’S PET

Humanoid (goblin), neutral evil & Large Beast, unaligned

Armor Class 16 (thick hide)
Hit Points 59 (7d10+28)
Speed 35 ft.
STR

DEX

CON

STR
INT

19(+4) 16(+2) 18(+4) 10(+0)

WIS

CHA

8(-1)

10(+0)

Skills Perception +3
Senses passive Perception 12
Challenge 3 (700 XP)
Charge. If the board and rider moves at least 20 feet
toward a target and then hits with a tusk attack on the
same turn, the target takes an extra 2d10 bludgeoning
trample damage. If the target is a creature, it must
succeed on a DC16 Strength saving throw or be knocked
prone.
Relentless. If the boar reaches 0 hit points, it is reduced to
1 hit point instead.

ACTIONS

Tusk. Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
target. Hits 18 (2d12+5) slashing damage.
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Armor Class 13 (hides, natural armor)
Hit Points 84 (8d12+32)
Speed 40 ft.
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DEX

CON

18(+4) 11(+1) 18(+4)

INT

WIS

CHA

7(-2)

9(-1)

6(-2)

Skills Perception +2
Senses passive Perception 12
Challenge 5 (1,800 XP)
Gutteral Wail & Glare. Before attacking these female
giants can wail and glare at targets in a 30 ft. cone. All
there must save with a DC 10 Wisdom or be stunned the
next round.

ACTIONS

Multiattack. The female giant makes two fist attacks or
one ranged attack.
Fist and Nails. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 10
ft., one target. Hits 13 (2d8+4) bludgeoning and slashing
damage.
Rock. Ranged Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, range 40/200ft.,
one target. Hit: 13 (2d8+4) bludgeoning damage.

GRABBER

BIG’UM GRABBER

Armor Class 16 (shell)
Hit Points 19 (3d8+6)
Speed 20 ft. swim & 10 ft. land

Armor Class 18 (thick shell)
Hit Points 60 (8d8+24)
Speed 30 ft. swim & 20 ft. land

Large Beast, unaligned

Small Beast, unaligned

STR

DEX

CON

13(+1) 10(+0) 14(+2)

INT

WIS

CHA

7(-2)

8(-1)

7(-2)

STR

DEX

CON

15(+2) 11(+0) 16(+3)

INT

WIS

CHA

9(-1)

10(+0)

7(-2)

Skills Stealth+2, Perception+2
Senses watervision 10ft, passive Perception 10
Challenge 1/2 (100 XP))

Skills Stealth+3, Perception+4
Senses watervision 20ft, passive Perception 12
Challenge 2 (450 XP))

Muck Camouflage. Grabbers have advantage on Stealth
checks in muck & water.

Muck Camouflage. Grabbers have advantage on Stealth
checks in muck & water.

Mucky Terrain. Anyone attacking a grabber in the muck
has disadvantage to any weapon with a 5 ft. range or
ranged weapon attack. If one is pulled into the mucky,
watery terrain, the victim is at disadvantage to attacks
and ability checks and the grabber is at advantage to bite
attacks.

Mucky Terrain. Anyone attacking a grabber in the muck
has disadvantage to any weapon with a 5 ft. range or
ranged weapon attack. If one is pulled into the mucky,
watery terrain, the victim is at disadvantage to attacks
and ability checks and the grabber is at advantage to bite
attacks.

ACTIONS

ACTIONS

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5ft, one
target. Hit: 4 (1d6+1) piercing damage.

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5ft, one
target. Hit: 11 (2d8+2) piercing damage.

Spiked Tentacle. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach
10 ft., one target. Hit: 3 (1d4+1) piercing damage and
target is grappled (escape DC10 Str or Dex). Up to two
can be grappled & pulled in.

Spiked Tentacle. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 15
ft., one target. Hit: 6 (1d8+2) piercing damage and target
is grappled (escape DC13 Str or Dex). Up to two can be
grappled & pulled in.
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treasure tables
Each area has potential for treasures. Goblins are
constantly stealing from each other, hiding their precious
shiny objects around their lair. The Goblin Table (Tents
and Towers) is the main one to roll on, which refers to
this constant thievery amongst the goblins.
Once an area is ‘conquered’, heroes can act like
they own it and start rummaging about. In natural
terrain like the animal pens or growing areas one can
use Survival to search. In goblin areas where they
habitat, use Perception. In furnished, caster areas use
Investigate.
The DM determines how many searches can be
made in an area, based on how active or rich the area’s
occupants might have been. These rolls and amounts
can be shifted as well, but be aware of too many rolls,
too much treasure and time taken on this and away from
role playing, moving forward and epic action. Also one
could skip a result if its been already found, especially
with the rare items.
A failure to find something doesn’t mean there is
still treasure there and one can ‘wait’ to roll again. This
roll reflects the presence of treasure & finding it or none
there at all. The only way a failure can be switched to a
success is if another adventurer gets to use an available
search roll and succeeds.
Search DC18, Nat20, each roll gets advantage!
Result 21+, additional Goblin Table roll.
Result 24+, additional Goblin Table roll.
Items is a simplification of all non-magical treasures
found. Trinkets, gems, jewels, decorative wear & items
that have gold coin value are merely termed ‘items’.
When an item result is found, roll all for same value
result. They can also be used to buy off goblins!
Roll for Value Type & Amount of Items
1-10
Merchant, 1d10
11-16
Merchant, 1d6 + 1 toolkit
17-19
Noble, 1d6
20
Lordly 1d4, 4 is 1 Legendary*
*special case, item, local, known, targeted!
Toolkits could be based on area, or randomly chosen.
Value in Coin (x1d10)
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Common			1gp
Merchant			10gp
Noble				100gp
Lordly				1000gp
Legendary (never sold!)
10000gp

Treasure Tables Based On Locations
Goblin Table (Tents and Towers)

1. A shiny gold coin!
2. 1d20 shiny gold coins!
3. a hidden sack of salty pork or (?)
4. a skin of sour wine or (?)
5. a wrap of moldy cheese or (?)
6. 1d10 iron spikes
7. 1d20 x10 gold coins in a rotted pouch
8. 1 shiny item
9. 1d4 items
10. 1d6 items
11. 1d20 x10 gold coins, 1d4 items
12. rotted bag of items, 1d8
13. a new bag of items, 1d10
14. a +1 crafted weapon (non-magical)
15. a toolkit
16. An item stolen from a Taskmaster! Roll there!
17. An item stolen from a Taskmaster! Roll there!
18. An item stolen from a Taskmaster! Roll there!
19. An item swiped out of a Monstrous Lair!
20. An item hidden from the Hagsies or Sorcerers!

Taskmasters, Ogres, Toughies
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Heal Potion 2d8
Heal Potion 2d8
Greater Heal Potion 4d8
+2 Studded Leather armor of fitting, any size
Potion of Climbing, 1 hour
Potion of Underwater breathing 1 hour
Potion of Speed, x2move, bonus disengage, 1
combat, AC+2
8. Shield +1
9. Studded Leather Armor +1 (filthy, smallish)
10. Bracers AC +1 (filthy, needs adjustments)
11. Bag of Holding, 500lbs
12. Potion of Damage Resistance, melee, for 1 combat
13. Potion of Vitality, removes exhaustion, HD full.
14. Dust of Fortitude AC+2, 1 combat

15. Potion of Hill Giant Strength, 19 (+5) for 1 combat
16. Potion of Heroism, +1d12 false life, +1 inspiration
17. Weapon +1
18. Greater Weapon +1
19. Ammo +1 x 1d8
20. Potion of Lesser Restoration

one Long Rest. 1 use per 100 years.
18. Feather of the Eagle, summon giant eagle, 8hours/
day, outdoors only, carry 2 light, only 1combat!
19. Gem of Enchantment
20. An item found somehow from the Temple area or
dropped/swiped from a acolyte/sorcerer!

Monstrous Beast Lairs

Temple Areas

1. Oil of Sharpness +1, lasts 1 combat
2. Weapon +1 (based on what is found)
3. Cloak of Elvenkind +1 to stealth
4. Cloak of Prot +1 AC & Saves
5. Ring of Jumping, 15ft high, 30ft long, bonus action.
6. Boots of Speed, +10ft move. +1 to AC, Dex saves.
7. Boots of Levitation, 10ft, hover, 10min/short
8. Boots of Flying, 50ft, moving, 10min/short
9. Ring of Featherfalling
10. Ring of Waterwalking
11. Ring of Evasion, All Dex saves Adv
12. Ring of Protection +1AC & Saves
13. Bracers of Dex +1
14. Bracers of Defense +2, leather only, no shield
15. Ring of Resistance to magical elements
16. Quiver of Speed +1init, +1shot/combat
17. Broach of Power, +1HD damage to spell attacks
18. Arrow +2, 1d4
19. Weapon +2
20. Gem of Enchantment

Hagsies, Upper Level casters

1. Potion of Elemental Resistance (fire, cold etc)
2. Potion of Damage Resistance, nonmagic
3. Potion of Cure Disease/Poison
4. Greater Heal Potion 4d8
5. Beads of Prayer, +1lvl to spell effect, 6 beads
6. Oil of Permanent Sharpness +1 (+2 max)
7. Oil of Permanent Hardening (armour) +1 (+2 max)
8. Potion of Intelligence+2, for 1 day
9. Potion of Gaseous Form, 1hour, 10ft, concentrate
10. Vile components, 1d6 uses, +1 increase spell potency
by 1 level
11. Potion of Mind Reading, 1 min
12. Vile components, 1d6 uses, +1 to Spell DC or attack
13. Amulet of Health Con is 19
14. Holy Symbol, stores 1 extra inspiration, +1 Attack &
DC spells.
15. Tome of Dextrous Pedigree +1 to Dex, read with one
Long Rest.
16. Elixir of Constitution, +1 to Con Ability score! 1 use.
17. Tome of Armour Enhancements. +1AC, read with

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Blank scroll, 1d10 levels
Scroll of Spell Recovery, 1d8lvls+Int
Vile components +1 attack/DC, 1d12uses.
Scroll case 1d4 spells, 1d6 levels each
Vial of the Elemental, lasts 24hours, add fire, water,
earth or air(nothing) to summon. 1 use.
6. Ring of Spell Turning lvl5, 10’radius, 1/short rest
7. Tome of Knowledge, Adv to History, Arcana,
Investigation (academic based)
8. Staff of Range, x2 range
9. Spellbook, 1d6 spells, 1d4 lvls each
10. Talisman of Power, +1spell lvl to spell 1/combat
11. Circlet of Misty Step, 100ft, bonus action, 1/combat
12. Gem of Enchantment
13. High level Spellbook: 1d6 spells, 1d4=3-6th lvl
14. Staff of the Ancients +1 Int, Adv to History & Arcana,
adds Spell Slots based on Int bonus, adds AC+2
15. Tome of Intelligence +1, read in Long Rest, 1 use/100
years
16. Legendary Staff of the Magi, +1 attacks, +1DC,
+1Spell Lvl to spell cast, x2 spell range, +1 spell resist
17. Scroll of a demon’s name Barlgura: Baghhr’zha
18. Epic Scroll of the Long Rest, reader only, 1 use
19. Scroll of a Shadow Demon’s name: Zzhhgath Izzt
20. Vial of Innocent blood 1d6 uses (spell & circle)Can
expend to make a line of 10ft or a circle around one
self, demons can not cross.
Gems of Enchantment are magical gems. They will
sense the will of the holder, attuning to one of their
most precious magic items. This could add a +1, or
+HD of damage or magical quality depending on the
attunement experience or spells cast while attuning. It
will take a short rest for this to occur. The holder will
sense its qualities and feel a strong attunement urge.
These gems can be easily removed from one magic item
and added to their own. If a fireball spell were cast while
attuning, the gem absorbs it harmlessly, than some sort
of fire trait could be added, whether +1d6 fire damage
or even fire resistance!
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extra fun rules
Fumble 1-4

Use at your own risk!

Roll

2nd
roll

Descriptions

1

1-12

The Gob successfully hits another gob or ally in the
back which causes it to turn and fight the first gob!

13-20

The Gob swings or shoots wildly hitting itself.

1-12

The Gob topples knocking or tripping 1d4 allies,
each must save vs a DC15 Dex or be knocked prone.
Anything larger than 2 sizes is not affected but
counters with a React stomp attack.

13-20

The Gob topples over, lying prone before its foe.

1-12

The Gob flings its own weapon hitting an ally. It takes
1d6 damage and loses its own turn. The first gob slinks
away on its bonus action.

13-20

The Gob drops its weapon. It uses its Nimble Escape to
retrieve it but is still visible and prone this turn.

1-12

The Gob over acts with growls, intimidation and
forgets to attack. It also loses its next turn.

13-20

The Gob growls and loses this turn only.

2

3

4

spots. They do not sneak but will jump out and join the
fight on that turn.
Shoot’em!! (Recharge 5-6) Only if a mob of archers is
available can this toughy order them to shoot a specific
target adding 1d4 on their next attack roll.
Evasion. If this bugblud sneaker is subjected to an effect
that allows it to make a Dexterity saving throw to take
only half damage, the sneaker instead takes no damage
if it succeeds on the saving throw, and only half damage
if it fails.
Parry. This bugblud adds 3 to its AC against one melee
attack that would hit it. To do so, the bugblud must see
the attacker and be wielding a melee weapon.
Grappler. This one loves to leap on and restrain a target.
It has advantage to attacks if it successfully grapples. It
can also restrain a target on a 2nd successful grapple
affording advantage strikes from allies.

Do emphasize the hilarity or goofish mayhem that
ensues, especially the cut throat & vengeful competitive Spitter. (Recharge 4-6) This goblin is an expert spitter
and can do so as a bonus action. A target must make
spirit of goblins. It’s a crowd pleaser.
a DC14 Charisma save or be so disgusted it is at
disadvantage for its next turn.

Traits

These traits and skills can be added to any goblin,
though more often it would be for bugbears, toughies,
bugbluds and the like. A certain type of goblin will be
referred to but these can be used for others as well. Most
notably: bugbears, bugboars, gobby giants, bugtrolls,
brutes, bugbluds, and bugblud sneakers.

Vicious Mockery. This goblin has acquired the innate
ability to viciously mock and torment a foe, using the
cantrip as a bonus action at will.

Kill’em! Die! You Dead! (Recharge 5-6). This tough
goblin can scare goblins under it into a frenzy. Each
goblin within 10 feet gets to add d4 to their next attack
roll upon the toughy’s target of choice.

Intimidation. This brute, bugblud or sneaker causes
fear innately against any who face it. Save versus a DC15
Wisdom check or be frightened. The target can repeat
the saving throw at the end of each of its turns.

Run Away! (Recharge after a long or short rest).
This goblin can cause all goblins within 20 feet to
immediately enact their Nimble Escape trait and flee 30
feet.

Deal Maker. This goblin wants out of this rat race. It
will pick the shiniest prettiest object from a target and
offer up valuable goblin information for it. The target
must save versus a DC 15 Cha or forsake the item and
be stunned a moment. The goblin will use its Nimble
Escape immediately.

Grrrr-Goblins!! (Recharge 5-6) This tough goblin can
call for more goblins to suddenly show up. Roll d4 and
that many will suddenly appear from nearby hiding
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Aggressive. As a bonus action, the goblin can move up
to its speed toward a hostile creature that it can see.

goblin wild surge table
All effects & save fails last 1 minute that are a duration.
Instantaneous effects do not continue or repeat.
If ‘everyone’ is affected it includes the Gob.

Effects can be changed appropos to the situation.
Roll a DC14 Cha for the Gob on any strange effect to see
if it is confused by it and can’t act the first turn.

01-02

The Gob laughs maniacally as an insect plague eschews
from it... but they only devour the Gob!

49-50

The Gob spurts out 2d6 fire against any physical
impact for 1 min & scares it too.

03-04

The Gob bursts as a Fireball in 30 ft. radius. It is gone.

51-52

05-06

A Dretch demon appears in a random direction, 1d20
feet from the Gob. It’s hostile to anyone.

Anything the Gob touches shocks 1d8 damage, for 1
minute. It is unharmed but could be surprised.

53-54

The Gob regains 1d4 spell slots, lowest first.

07-08

Black ghostly tentacles spew out from the Gob.
Everyone within 10ft must save vs a DC14 Dex or be
knocked prone.

55-56

Fog cloud spews from Gob. It lasts 10 minutes.

57-58

Up to 3 creatures nearest the Gob take 4d10 lightning
damage.

59-60

A powerful Lich, Devil or other astral evil being
possesses the Gob. It can only use Gob to see &
communicate, then goes away. Gob body is vulnerable.

61-62

The Gob gains resistance to all damage for next
minute.

63-64

The Gob polymorphs into an animal similar to any
nearby.

65-66

The Gob raises up 30ft in the air and stays there.

67-68

Each creature in 20 feet radius takes 1d10 necrotic and
the Gob heals that total including false life.

69-70

The Gob is mirror imaged, there are now 4 identical
targets.

71-72

A random creature within 60 feet can suddenly fly.

73-74

The Gob regains all sorcery points.

75-76

The Gob shouts out. All within 60 feet radius must
make a DC11 Int save or lose their next turn of action
to see what’s going on.

77-78

Any dead rise as zombies within 60 feet of the Gob,
attacking anyone randomly. They last until killed.

79-80

The Gob casts Darkness, 15 feet radius. No one can
see!

81-82

The Gob spell affects one other target in the area,
randomly chosen within 30 ft.

83-84

The Gob shoots forth harmless magical slime. All must
pick their DC16 ability score save or lose that bonus.

85-86

The insect plague spell bursts forth from the Gob. It is
immune to it.

87-88

An antimagic spell forms from the Gob.

89-90

Everyone is charmed by everyone else in 30ft area.

09-10

The Gob shakes with a surge of energy. Everyone
within 10 ft. gets hit with a magic missile.

11-12

The Gob enlarges! It does +1d4 physical damage & is
10 feet high.

13-14

The Gob shrinks! It’s so small it uses its Nimble Escape
with advantage & can be killed instantly.

15-16

Confusion spell emanates from the Gob, affecting
everyone within 10ft. Everyone may do a DC13 Wis
save or be confused.

17-18

The Gob gains 5 false life hit points per turn. It looks
and is demonic & crazed.

19-20

The Grease spell is cast centered on the Gob.

21-22

Creatures have disadvantage saving throws versus the
Gob’s spells. It glows with power.

23-24

The Gob flashes rapidly! Everyone has disadvantage to
attacks & ability checks that can see this.

25-26

An additional eye appears on the Gob’s forehead. It has
Truesight and is disturbing!

27-28

For next two turns it doubles speed, attacks & can cast
a cantrip along with a regular spell.

29-30

The Gob feels the urge to & must misty step up to 60
feet in area that it can see on each turn.

31-32

The Gob disappears to the Astral Plane for 1d4 turns.
After it returns, it tries to describe the horrifying
visions! Then chooses to give up on everything.

33-34

Maximize damage for the next damaging spell the
Gob casts. It needs 1 turn to glorify afterwards.

35-36

Everyone looks just like the Gob.

37-38

The Gob oozes into a slimy pool. It can move 10ft and
through 1 inch spaces.

39-40

The Gob’s arms turn into writhing tentacles.

91-92

41-42

The Gob randomly teleports 30 ft. to an open space as
a bonus action on each of its turns.

The Gob is replaced by a Barlgura. The Gob replaces it
after duration unharmed.

93-94

43-44

The Gob levitates floating 30ft. First 1d4 turns it is
confused.

A fireball blasts out from the Gob, affecting all but
itself.

95-96

45-46

The Gob can only make a high pitched sound. Others
in 30 ft. radius must roll a DC14 Con save or be forced
to back off 30 feet.

The Gob turns ethereal or ghostly. It can not touch or
be touched but it can see and communicate.

97-98

The Gob switches bodies with a random target within
30ft, but it can not be goblinoid.

47-48

A spectral aura grants the Gob +2AC & protection
from attacks by any magical spells or weapons.

99-00

The Gob turns to stone and switches bodies with
another.
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is this the end?
Of course not! Even after the loss of the demon whispers, and the
scattering of the goblins, they won’t ever stop! Sure, they’re scattered,
bitter, wounded, and in hiding now. They’re hunted by other foul things,
weak, scared, quivering in their holes... but on the darkest of nights,
the goblins will creep out again, ever scrounging and scavenging, ever
bickering and toiling. They will rebuild! They will gather again! The
goblins will grow and build a new fortress to renew their hunger for
goblin glory! You will never rid the realm of the GOBLINSES!!!
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